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Dramaturge Notes
Breath Boom is not a play about female gang members, it's a play about people. Human
beings just figuring out how to live. How to survive. How to succeed based on the rules
of the game they've inherited.
Kia Corthron has crafted a fictional word sharing with us many of the social dynamics
that have shaped these women and how they both succeed and fail at balancing their
multi-layered identities -- pseudeo-sisters, daughters, girlfriends, mothers, friends,
lovers, victims, takers. We watch as they navigate both physical and mental survival.
We cringe, we question, we laugh and we cry because their human-ness is our own. As
we watch and experience the harsh life these women lead we may even mutter to
ourselves "But by the grace of God, there go I."
Impacted by social ills such as domestic violence, molestation, racial profiling and
poverty, the young women and their caretakers have been conditioned to become auto
bots functioning on automatic pilot as they react to the same-shit-different-day world they
live in.
I think Corthron wants us to remember that beneath the veneer of planning, plotting and
posturing, the women who inhabit this story are more like us than different from us. At
the end of the day they want to belong and be loved. They want to own their lives.
There are many themes to be explored in the play, however, for me two key words
resonates throughout: Inheritance and choice.
In the first half of the play we witness the dysfunctional and destructive environment the
women have inherited and how that environment has shaped the choices they have
made and as a result who they have become. One of the most significant moments in
the play that reflects the theme of inheritance is in Act 1 Scene 3 when Angel is creating
her scrap book filled with mementoes of young people who were killed/murdered. Scrap
books are about legacy. They are typically created as memory keepers for those left
behind, sending a message to anyone reading it of: This is who I/We were. In the larger
world of the play Angels rather 'morbid' scrap book will exist and bear witness to the
communities inheritance.
As our main character, Prix, travels through time in the play from 16-30, she grows in her
awareness of inheritance and choices but her sense of accountability and selfresponsibility doesn't assert its presence until the end of the play.
In Act 1 Scene 4 Corthron introduces the theme of choices along with re-inserting
inheritance. She has Prix write an intensely aware and compassionate letter supposedly
to be read at her next counseling session. In the letter Prix articulates an awareness of
how the life circumstances she's inherited have impacted her and the resulting choices
she's made. She ends the letter stating that she welcomes a replenished soul. Although
in the world of the play Prix laughs at and jokes on her expression of self awareness and
compassion Corthron uses this moment to introduce Prix's growing awareness of
inheritance and choice.
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Shuttling forward to the plays ending, Corthron brings the theme of inheritance and
choice full circle with a scene between Prix and her mother. The symbolism of the
powerful energy of the mother daughter relationship creates a moment where a now 30
year old Prix decides to choose awareness of self, awareness of others and selfresponsibility. Early in the scene she tells her mother she is too old to gang bang or
she's outgrown it. She now rejects the violent ways of reacting/choosing from her past
and has chosen to get out. Further in the scene, when her mother pleads with her to do
something that would please her (make her a pipe cleaner firework sculpture) Prix finally
recognizes that her mother is a fellow human being and tells her mother "Yes." This
choice signifies a new beginning. Not a perfect world of doing all the right things, but
quite possibly a new way of thinking which is the necessary pre-requisite for living well
no matter what circumstances life brings your way.
The play's title, Breath Boom, provides another metaphoric entrance point. Breath is
something which we cannot live without. No breath, no life. Breath can be viewed as
"life itself" The boom could be seen as the climactic BOOM of the fireworks that
fascinate Prix and serve as her means of mental escape. However, in Act 1 Scene 5 the
text gives further insight to what lies beneath the boom. Prix is sharing her thoughts
comparing music to fireworks and she says that when fireworks go off we all hold our
breaths and how her heart booms during the final moment of the final bang; then calm is
all that's left. There is life (Breath) and then there is death (Boom). Life is brilliant, vivid,
awe inspiring and it is also as short as fireworks shooting on any given day.
After discussion with the Director for this production, Danielle Drakes, I recognize the
multil-layered significance of her directorial concept centered on "the Urban Jungle
Gym":
Urban Jungle Gym Swinging in on steel pipes.
Fast moves on concrete and double takes through chain links, taking
names.
Hanging high but taking sides.
Hanging low and taking lives.
~ Danielle Drakes
Animals caged and held in captivity like Zoos don't really like it. They run, fly and climb
intent upon escape. They fight back without giving any clues that they're about to and we
are wise to heed the signs "Don't go near the animals."
From 1986 to 2000, the corner of the Bronx that the women of Breath Boom inhabit is
reminiscent of the animal living in captivity. The women are forced to figure out how to
live, how to adapt and how to survive while existing in an animalistic environment that
oftentimes produces an animalistic mindset covering the person locked inside.
Professor Denise J. Hart
Production Dramaturge
August 2012
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The Playwright - Kia Corthron
Born in Cumberland Maryland in 1961.
Breath, Boom (Royal Court Theatre, Playwrights Horizons, Yale
Repertory Theatre, Huntington Theatre and elsewhere), A Cool
Dip in the Barren Saharan Crick premiered at Playwrights
Horizons in spring 2010. Other plays include Moot the Messenger
(Actors Theatre of Louisville's Humana Festival), Light Raise the
Roof (New York Theatre Workshop), Snapshot Silhouette
(Minneapolis' Children's Theatre), Slide Glide the Slippery Slope
(Humana, Mark Taper Forum), The Venus de Milo Is Armed
(Alabama Shakespeare Festival), Force Continuum (Atlantic
Theater Company), Splash Hatch on the E Going Down (New York
Stage and Film, Baltimore's Center Stage, Yale Rep, Donmar
Warehouse), Seeking the Genesis (Goodman Theatre, Manhattan
Theatre Club), Digging Eleven (Hartford Stage Company), Life by Asphyxiation (Playwrights
Horizons), Wake Up Lou Riser (Delaware Theatre Company), Come Down Burning (American
Place Theatre), Cage Rhythm (Sightlines/The Point in the Bronx).
Awards include the Rockefeller Foundation's Bellagio Creative Arts Residency (Italy), McKnight
National Residency, Virginia Center for the Creative Arts Award for Excellence in the Arts,
Barbara Barondess MacLean Foundation Award, AT&T On Stage Award, Daryl Roth Creative
Spirit Award, Mark Taper Forum's Fadiman Award, NEA/TCG, Kennedy Center Fund for New
American Plays, New Professional Theatre Playwriting Award, Callaway Award, Connections
Contest winner, and in television a Writers Guild Outstanding Drama Series Award and Edgar
Allan Poe Award for The Wire.

A Few Facts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Grew up in a small working class factory town 97% white town, Cumberland Maryland
Her father died at 51 working in one of the factories in town
There was a lot of racism in the hometown that she grew up in
Received her undergraduate degree from University of Maryland
Received her MFA in Playwriting from Columbia University
Her 1st play, Breath Boom, was commissioned by and premiered at the Royal Court in
London
7. She doesn't mind being called issue oriented as it relates to her plays
8. Her plays are about social issues
9. She sees herself as a political writer
10. Sometimes her plays are seen as didactic (moralistic, educational)
11. She'd rather that her plays are seen as didactic. She likes to challenge the status quo.
12. We must say something about our social society.
13. Her plays tend to be stuffed with information
14. She's written 3 prison plays - Cage Rhythm, Life by Asphyxiation, Breath Boom
15. Taught playwriting at Rikers for incarcerated girls
 http://youtu.be/2_E3K_yAYDM - Youtube link for Interview with Kia Corthron on writing plays
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Synopsis of the Play
Breath Boom covers fourteen years in the life
of Prix, a Bronx native, from her ruthless girlgang leadership at sixteen through her coming
to maturity at thirty.
But children do not become violent in a vacuum:
As a small child Prix was raped by her mother's
longtime lover-being with the family on and off
from the time Prix was two until sixteen-while
her mother lived in a blind denial world.
Amidst all the brutality Prix is still a kid with her
own dreams and delights: fireworks. In the
course of the play Prix is locked in teen jail with
a lonely outcast, and later in a women's facility
with a white woman who thinks she's black.
Prix comes to face old demons: conversations
with the mother's lover, long dead; a chance
meeting with a woman who has spent her adult
life in a wheelchair because of a confrontation
with Prix in their teens; at twenty-eight, an old
woman by gang standards, being on the other
side of punishment by the fourteen-year-old daughter of a "sister" Prix used to kick
around.
Chronicling Prix's dreams, passions, and hopes as well as violence, pain, and her
obsession with firework, Corthron presents an accurate look at this slice of life,
complete with the tough and sometimes poetic language used by the individuals
experiencing it.

Subject matter











Domestic Violence
Sexual Assault
Poverty
Racial profiling
Girls impacted by participating in gangs
Remorse
Revenge
Escaping
Acceptance
Friendship
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Playwrights Impetus for Writing the play
Excerpt from Dissertation
written by Martine Kei Green-Rogers, PhD
Consultant
University of Wisconsin Madison
Corthron’s purpose for creating Breath, Boom is far from simple as it traces the transition of a
troubled and violent young girl into adulthood. Corthron’s impetus for writing this disturbing play
came from an unusual source in comparison to the other plays discussed in this project -- a
commission from the Royal Shakespeare Company (London, England). Corthron states,
The Royal Court had given me a commission in London… I had just finished Slide-Glide
and I just wanted to write about a girl gang. As part of that, as a public service, I did a
playwrighting class at Riker’s Island. It was young women. I could never get the same
girls to come twice. It was a week, all day, from 8:30 to 2pm. That influenced Breath,
Boom. I did think of it as research. Some of the girls came up with some fabulous plays.
- Kia Corthron, interview by the author, telephone, March 13,

Corthron created Breath, Boom from pieces of the lives of the young women she encountered
while working and mentoring at Riker’s Island.
Through the violence committed by and surrounding Prix, Corthron indicts a social system that
refuses to intervene in the lives of susceptible young girls. Breath, Boom illustrates how these
ignored girls end up participating in a cycle of violence that ultimately ruins their lives.
The end result of this examination is that Corthron, through the implication of society’s apathy
towards these girls, creates a utopian performative capable of fostering social.
The physically violent beginning of this play is artistically purposeful on Corthron’s part. As
Corthron states, “Breath, Boom is about violence…It is challenging and exciting. Women
fighting like men.”7 This combination of visual and auditory stimulation caused by fight and
fireworks breeds a moment of “violence directed by the author against the audience.”8 The
importance of Corthron’s violent dramaturgy is
7 Corthron,

Telephone Interview, 2008.
Esslin, “Violence in Modern Drama” in Reflections: Essays on Modern Theatre, (New York: Doubleday and
Co., 1969), 164.148
8 Martin
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Facts about Female Gangs
Female delinquency in the early part of the 1990s reflected a
curious resurgence of interest by girls engaging in
nontraditional masculine behavior—notably, joining gangs,
carrying guns, and fighting with other girls. Peer relationships,
in fact, appear to be one of the most significant determinants of
female gang membership. Joining a gang may be a conscious
and deliberate decision that often involves considering several
alternatives: losing friends vs. keeping them or belonging to a
group vs. being an outsider. To some degree, gangs may serve an adaptive function by
providing the basic means of survival in a threatening environment. Young females may
become involved in gangs because of past experiences of victimization or the fear that they may
be victimized in the future. Ironically, some young females may find that the only way to protect
themselves from gangs in their neighborhoods is to become affiliated with gangs. Still others
become gang members through relationships with male gang members, or being “beat in,”
“sexed in,” or “born in.” Frequently, young females have been arrested for carrying weapons for
their “boyfriends,” providing them alibis, and even holding, transporting, or distributing narcotics
for them.
In a number of studies, it appears that family relationships play a relatively modest role as a
motivator for female gang involvement. Instead, affective characteristics (such as low selfesteem or poor interpersonal relationships) may have a larger influence on a young female’s
decision to join a gang than father absence, family poverty, or parental control. For some young
females, gang involvement may draw the attention, albeit negative, of emotionally distant
parents, while for others, gangs may provide refuge from unsatisfactory home environments or
the opportunity to act out violent behavior patterns learned within the home. Others view gang
membership as a way to get respect.
Source: GIRLS, GANGS AND CRIME: PROFILE OF THE YOUNG FEMALE OFFENDER
Lianne Archer, New Rochelle City School District, New Rochelle, New York
Andrew M. Grascia, Westchester County Office of the District Attorney, White Plains, New York

http://gwired.gwu.edu/hamfish/merlincgi/p/downloadFile/d/16883/n/off/other/1/name/ArcherandGrascia5233Paperpdf/









Female gangs are more prevalent than assumed. Neighborhood studies usually find that
about one-third of gangs are female.
Female gangs are nearly all adolescent gangs -- there are few, if any, adult female
gangs, and very few female gangs in prison.
Adult women, however, play major roles in gangs -- particularly when male gang
member go to prison, and as support in dealing drugs.
"Gang girls" are prone to fighting, but the fighting almost always stops short of using
firearms and homicide.
Gang girls most often come from troubled families, but research indicates female gang
members deal with more issues of abuse in the home than males.
Gang girls, on the other hand, do not appear to come from families with significantly
higher levels of sexual abuse and incest than other families in their neighborhoods.
Source: John Hagedorn, University of Illinois at Chicago
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typically females between the ages of 12 and 18 who have low self-esteem, come from
dysfunctional families, and have a history of victimization are most likely to join gangs for
protection. These females are more likely than males to be unemployed and to have
been the victims of physical and sexual abuse." However, females rarely talk about the
sexual and/or physical abuse they encounter at home or in the gang.
Reasons for joining a gang are often personal and complicated but generally are the
same for both males and females. According to research, most people join because of
friendship and self-affirmation. Recent research even suggests that some join gangs
because of economic and family pressures.
Office of Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention states that in some cases, but not
all, those who turn to gangs come from economically deprived neighborhoods and live
with single parents. Those who turn to gangs, frequently feel as though they have no
sense of belonging, they are not loved or do not have a home life and the gang "family"
promises to give them all these things that they want and need. Some join the gang
because of peer pressure, excitement, money, drugs, fear threats and intimidation.
Also, those who are raised in the "gang culture" (i.e. family members have been involved
in gangs for years, or friends and boyfriends are gang members) are most likely to join a
gang because it is an accepted way of life.

Getting Out of the Gang Life:
 Getting out of the gang life is often times difficult and dangerous. Sometimes gangs


require a member to participate in a "jumping out" ritual which may include severe
beating which can lead to severe injury and, in some cases, even death.
Female gang members, however, are more likely to drop out of gangs earlier than male
members due to pregnancy.
Source: National Alliance of Gang Investigators Association

o

Listen to extended interview with girl gang expert John Hagedorn of the University of IL at
Chicago.(41 min) http://www.npr.org/programs/atc/features/2003/feb/girl_gangs/experts.html
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Impact of Social Ills - Domestic Violence, Poverty,
Molestation
Most of the characters in the play experience if not one, all three of the dominant social ills that
are part of the world of the play. Below you'll find some helpful information for character
development.

Domestic Violence:
Definition: Domestic violence can be defined as a pattern of behavior in any relationship that is used to gain or
maintain power and control over an intimate partner. Abuse is physical, sexual, emotional, economic or
psychological actions or threats of actions that influence another person. This includes any behaviors that frighten,
intimidate, terrorize, manipulate, hurt, humiliate, blame, injure or wound someone.
Domestic violence can happen to anyone of any race, age, sexual orientation, religion or gender. It can happen to
couples who are married, living together or who are dating. Domestic violence affects people of all socioeconomic
backgrounds and education levels. (Source: National Domestic Violence Hotline)

Further exploration - Domestic violence is any action designed to harm another member of the family.
Here are some examples to help apply the definition: Verbal Abuse: This is not fun joking or gotcha' type
play, but serious language designed to hurt, insult, demean another, usually expressed by yelling or
screaming. Cusswords are almost always present, along with accusations, name-calling and threats.
Even if it's difficult to prove in court, words often are very violent actions. Emotional and Mental Abuse:
This cruel form of domestic violence is the most difficult to define because it literally is in the perception of
the abused and the intent of the abuser. The abuser gets to know which "buttons" to push and then
pushes them to the extreme. Mental and emotional abuse are literally torture carried out by a sick person
who doesn't care in the least for the victim. Physical Abuse: This is any form of physical threat or actual
physical harm done to the victim. If the abuser throws something, threatens menacingly, or even if they
break furniture or pound holes in the wall, it is all physical abuse.
Myths of Domestic Violence: The myth suggests that those who commit domestic violence were
abused, themselves, as children. Here are the facts-anything you witness as part of family life can affect
how you act when you have a family...but doesn't have to. Most people who grow up in a violent
environment don't commit the same violence. There are many factors that contribute more strongly to
domestic violence than family history. Addictions, particularly drug and alcohol addictions, are very strong
contributors to domestic violence. The addiction seems to leave abusers in a state of less control even
during periods of sobriety. It may seem obvious, but mental illness is a major contributor to domestic
violence. Depression, anxiety, panic, schizophrenia, bipolar affective disorder and many other disorders
can result in domestic violence. A major cause of teen domestic violence is gang affiliation. Teens,
replacing family loyalty and support with gang loyalty, increasingly disrespect their parents and siblings.
It's becoming common for teens to attack parents and siblings, even to allow fellow gang members to
attack family members physically and sexually.
Effects of Domestic Violence on Children - Even if the children don't always grow up to be violent abusers,

they are always seriously damaged by the domestic violence they live in. Children's school performance
declines as domestic violence interferes with homework time, sleep time, sleep quality and classroom
concentration. One couple only yelled at each other...never struck or threw anything and never directed
any harsh comments or language at their children. Still, their arguments were so violent and so frequent
that their children were seriously hurt. Even though they never "abused" their children, their behavior
toward each other was very abusive to their children. The teenage students dressed more provocatively
and were usually far more promiscuous than those I witnessed in non-violent families.

Source: http://www.way2hope.org/domestic_violence_facts.htm
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Poverty:
Females and Street Gangs: The Causes, Consequences, and Solutions
Stephanie Arbai
Poverty & Prejudice: Gangs of All Colors
http://www.stanford.edu/class/e297c/poverty_prejudice/gangcolor/femalegang.htm

Although statistics may vary on the prevalence of gangs and gang members in any given city, it appears
that many cities do not keep records of the number of females that are involved in gangs. According to
one newspaper reporter, "law-enforcement officials and researchers cannot say exactly how many girls
belong to gangs." In Los Angeles, known as the gang capital, law enforcement agencies have identified
nearly 1,200 gangs within the four thousand square miles that make up Los Angeles. In addition, of the
100,000 members found among police files, roughly 7,000 are females. 3 If these figures are correct, how
is it that other law enforcement agencies do not find it necessary to have female gang members as part of
their ever-increasing number of gang members? One can speculate that females are simply not seen as
gang members because according to society's definitions, it is difficult for society to view females as
"violent criminals". This possible answer for why statistics of female in gangs simply do not exist may be
true in theory, but not in practice as statistics from Los Angeles clearly illustrate.
More important than understanding that females do in fact join gangs is the effort to understand why
young men and women join gangs as youth and continue to be closely affiliated with gangs well into their
young adult years. According many researchers, many young people in gangs live in communities
that are ridden with high amounts of violence and unemployment. Many of these communities are
classified by the Census Bureau and dismissed by society as "poverty ridden or of lower-socio
economic status." When asked to describe the neighborhood she grew up in, Green Eyes responded
with this description:
My neighborhood was not the best of neighborhoods. It was overcrowded, poverty-stricken and
filthy. You could easily find several homeless people leaving in the park at any given time. The
apartments were usually old, over crowded and infested with mice or roaches. It was just
depressing.
Unfortunately the picture that Green Eyes describes is too often typical of the neighborhoods that many
gang members are born into. According to one researcher, Francine Hallcom, many of the neighborhoods
share common characteristics such as, 'unemployment, widespread deterioration, poverty, high crime
rate, gang graffiti and violence" (p.4). It is clear to see that many of these children grow up in
neighborhoods that help to only paint a picture of violence, hopelessness and despair in the minds of
these children. It is not unusual for a person living in these conditions to feel that they will never be able to
overcome these conditions and move up the economic ladder. As Green Eyes offers, "it was difficult to
imagine that there was a better way of life and that I can be a part of it". Unfortunately Green Eyes shares
the view that many youth living in these neighborhoods share today since for most "barrio youth, life
chances are severely limited to the point of being virtually non-existent" (Hallcom 1993).
If neighborhoods and families do not provide a child productive resources or help instill in him or her that
success is only an education away, then it should not be surprising why children join gangs. Gini Sikes,
author of 8 Ball Chicks brilliantly points out that, "each gang possesses a history that reflects the
community where its members group up, a city's most marginalized and despised teenagers struggling to
adapt to a specific social environment" (xxiv). In addition to reacting to an environment that offers very
little to these young people, the family or lack thereof is another major reason, especially for women, that
so many young people turn to gangs.
However, society and people like Sydney Harris, a nationally syndicated columnist would have you
believe that "gang members tend to be chronic losers". 5 The fact is that gang members are "chronic
losers", only when it comes to stable families and unconditional love and encouragement to succeed from
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supportive parent. This seems to be especially true of young women. It is not uncommon for young
female gang members to have been the victims of physical abuse, emotional abandonment, and
witnesses to substance abuse in the family. 6 As Green Eyes is quick to point out, "Although I knew my
mother loved me, she didn't know how to show it. When we did something bad, she would usually scream
at us." Unfortunately for some women, screaming is not the only thing they suffer at the hand of their
parents. As Jody Miller, an expert studying females in gangs has learned in her research that almost
without exception, the girls who identified themselves as gang members came from homes where
domestic violence and substance abuse were common. Many had been sexually abused.7 It is as though
these women are fed up with being victims and such for security in the arms of the first person who will
show them what they consider to be love and support. Often times this person is a male member of a
gang, usually a boyfriend or close friend that introduces her to the gang and the other male members
associated with it. This search for love and security are the same reasons why young males also join
gangs. By providing what these young kids see as stable network of continuous support (imagine seeing
the same people on the street after school each day) these victims of a society that has turned its back on
their neighborhood often find support, not necessarily healthy, but at best continuous in these street
gangs.
Unfortunately for females the support and 'love' that they so much desire is often only given for a short
time by male gang members who not only prove to be a temporary providers of love and support, but
often become the problem themselves. Some researchers find that many of the women they talk to admit
to having sex with more than one of the members of the gang. In what may appear to be extreme cases,
gang rape seems all too common for some of these women. According to interviews by Gini Sikes, "the
other shocker was how widespread gang rape or sexual abuse seemed to be and how adults ignored or
denied it.. .in San Antonio particularly, girls seemed to accept boys' predatory sexual behavior as a fact of
life". However some are able to avoid such a future when associated with gangs. As Green Eyes offers:
Although it may be true that women are looked down upon as whores or even worse,
objects to be passed around from one gang member to another, there are some of us
who never sleep with anyone of the men in the gang. Not sleeping with the male homies
can make you an easy target for ignorant comments. I've been called a dyke or wannabe for not giving in to some of the men's' sexual advances. You almost have to prove
yourself in other ways. It's really sad and unfair.
Unfortunately, those women who do 'give in' to the sexual advances, become rape victims, or attempt to
stay with a 'provider' after being repeatedly physically or sexually abused become young mothers with no
real means to provide for their children. Sadly, these women who desperately wanted to be loved become
part of a cycle of young mothers, usually single who can not afford to stay at home to raise their children
because their situations force them be dependents of the state via welfare or forced to work jobs that
underpays these women. The reason for is that many of these women are unskilled and many have not
completed high school or have since dropped out in exchange for hanging out with the gang.

Molestation:
Is the Female Juvenile a Victim First?
In 2000, the highest percentage of juvenile female arrests occurred between the ages of 13 and 15
(Snyder, 2002). It is hard to imagine that young girls at such an impressionable age would be placing
themselves in situations that lead to arrests. The truth is, young girls are running from a cold and harsh
reality. They come from abusive and negligent homes, have nowhere to turn, and for many, have few
options. A 1998 National Council on Crime and Delinquency (NCCD) study of girls in the California
juvenile justice system revealed that 92 percent of the interviewed juvenile female offenders had been the
victims of "some form of emotional, physical, and/or sexual abuse" (Acoca, 1999; Acoca and Dedel,
1998). These girls were reported to have been "beaten, stabbed, shot, or raped" at 13 and 14 years old,
with a median age of 13 for sexual assault/activity and of age 14 for when they became victims of a
shooting or stabbing and/or delivered their first child (Acoca, 1999; Acoca and Dedel, 1998).
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In a special report by the Office of Justice Programs entitled Women in Criminal Justice: A Twenty Year
Update, national statistics further support the above findings by showing that one in four girls under the
age of 18 has been sexually abused (1998). These traumatic experiences are viewed by academics and
practitioners as the reason for clear correlations between victimization and serious drug abuse (Acoca,
1999; Acoca and Dedel, 1998). Because mood-altering drugs aid in dulling the pain of traumatic
experiences, it is believed to be the combination of trauma and drug influence that places these young
girls in the uncomfortable position of engaging in high-risk behaviors (e.g., unsafe sexual practices and
gang involvement) (Acoca, 1999; Acoca and Dedel 1998). Chesney-Lind,Sheldon, and Joe have noted
that female juveniles represent an estimated 6 percent of gang members (1996); recent statistics and
research indicate that this number is climbing even higher.

The Female Path to Juvenile Injustice
According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1999, Women Offenders:
• Fifty seven of females under correctional authority report that they were physically or sexually assaulted
at some time in their lives.
• Sixty-nine percent reported that the assaults happened prior to age 18.
• Thirty-two percent reported that they were abused by a family member, relative or intimate
acquaintance.
• Twenty percent of female offenders have spent time in the foster care system.
• Fifty-eight percent grew up in homes without both parents present.
• Thirty-four percent grew up in homes where the parents abused alcohol and/or drugs.
Source: GIRLS, GANGS AND CRIME: PROFILE OF THE YOUNG FEMALE OFFENDER
Lianne Archer, New Rochelle City School District, New Rochelle, New York
Andrew M. Grascia, Westchester County Office of the District Attorney, White Plains, New York

http://gwired.gwu.edu/hamfish/merlincgi/p/downloadFile/d/16883/n/off/other/1/name/ArcherandGrascia5233Paperpdf/
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Essays & Articles Examining Girl Gangs in America


Female Gang Participation: Causes and Solutions
By Valaree Carrasco
Poverty & Prejudice: Gang Intervention and Rehabilitation
DATE: June 2, 1999

According to many authorities including sociologists, the
Department of Justice, and news organizations, like CNN
and the Los Angeles Times, female gang participation is
now on the rise. Not only is it on the rise, but female gang
members are displaying more violent behavior. In order to
protect female youth from this growing problem, it is
important to find the underlying causes that attract youth
to join gangs and to find solutions to prevent and intervene
in the lives of active and potential female gang members.
This paper will explore adolescent female participation in
gangs. For the purpose of this paper, gangs are defined
as "a band or group of persons" who participate in illegal
or socially unacceptable activity (Webster's Dictionary 74).
This paper will delve into the reasons why girls choose to
become gang members. It will then describe various
solutions proposed to prevent girls from joining gangs and
other solutions that may help existing gang members
abandon gang activity for a more positive lifestyle.
HISTORY
Female participation in gangs is not a new phenomenon. In fact, "girls have been a part
of gangs since the earliest accounts from New York in the early 1800s" (Campbell 166).
However, throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, female gang activity has
seen the sharpest increase in participation, especially in comparison to boys. For
example, a study found that there had been a, "50 percent increase in serious crimes by
teenage gins between 1968 and 1974, compared to a 10 percent increase for boys"
(CASA Website). In addition, arrests of girls under 18 for violent crimes rose 393 percent
between 1960 and 1978, compared to 82 percent for boys" (CASA Website). Also,
compared to 1950, "youth gangs of the 1980's and 1990's are more numerous, more
prevalent, and more violent than in the 1950's, probably more than at any time in the
country's history" (Miller 263). Now that female participation in gangs and violence is
apparently on the rise, and such activity has become increasingly violent, it is important
to look at current research that examines this problem and methods of prevention.
SOCIAL ASPECTS
According to research on female gang members, poor home life, a search for an identity,
and a search for social interaction and belonging are the main reasons girls join gangs.
In poor urban areas, "the home lives of gang girls are marked frequently by breakdown
and dysfunction, at worst resulting in physical and sexual abuse" (Campbell 175). Many
girls who do not have a loving home or support structure seek it outside of the home in
hopes that the gang will be their surrogate family. This is exemplified in the observation
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that, "gang members refer to one another as 'sisters' or 'homegirls" and to the gangng as
a 'family'... which conjure the sense of belonging and identification" (Campbell 175). This
sense of a familial relationship may also serve to increase loyalty among its members.
As Campbrll found in her research, "intense in-group loyalty is particularly important to
gang members" and this sense of fasmily may be one of the main reasons for such
faithful loyalty (Campbell 175).
In addition to seeking a family, these girls search for a sense of identity and have a need
for group support and cohesiveness, which they seek to find in gangs (Harris 114).
According to Campbell’s research, "the girls often speak of themsleves as loners' before
joining the gang, barely connected to their schoolmates or to neighborhood peer groups"
(Campbell 175). In addition, "gangs fill socialization voids and offer attachments,
commitments, involvements, and beliefs for young people in need of affiliation and
achievement' (Vigil 94). All of these 'socialization voids' are found in their homes and
gangs fill these voids and meet the needs that the parents do not or cannot.
Girls also join gangs for comradeship. According to Campbell, the most prominent
reason girls join is for friendship and fun. "More than anything else gang membership is
seen as fun. Stories are told and retold of... crazy behavior and wild parties" (Campbell
176). Gangs are often social organizations that provide friendship and social networks
just as, for example, joining a sorority provides similar friendship and social aspects.
ECONOMICS
Another reason girls may participate in gangs is economic need. In our capitalistic
society, joining a gang becomes a method of survival for some where the informal
economy of selling drugs "may be seen as the only alternative to welfare and poverty"
(Burns-Kitchen 3). The research of Burns-Kitchen reveals that "underclass Black women
use a variety of economic means to meet the survival needs of their family," including
selling drugs to pay the bills (Burns-Kitchen IV).
In addition, where economic development is lacking, the environment of poverty causes
some to view selling drugs as the only way to succeed economically. The Barrios and
Ghettos are economically barren terrains that are relatively receptive to these new
business interests such as drug trafficking. "Indeed, given the long and continuing
neglect of these communities, many consider these new opportunities as their best shot
for success 'American style"' (Burns-Kitchen 17). The business element of gang drug
dealing is a very potent foe. "drugs have taken street gangs and given them the
capability and power to become social institutions" (Maxson 114). Selling drugs
becomes a "last resort" for survival and gangs offer a social and economic means of
engaging in a profitable enterprise.
Social class also plays a role in female gang participation. As a result of "the
powerlessness of underclass membership, the gang represents for its members an
idealized collective solution to the bleak future that awaits" (Campbell 173). As a part of
the underclass, class also plays a role in selling drugs, "within the social strata, the
emerging underclass provides potential and willing applicants for gangs and drug
dealing (Maxson 114). Poverty seems to play a major role in gang participation and
many researchers contend that deindustrialization and changes in the structure of labor
markets have drastically altered the way of life for the urban poor, their families,
neighborhoods, and institutions. These structural changes have created a minority
underclass, and contemporary gangs may be a 'fraction' of that class (Hagedorn 241).
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The poverty levels of the underclass cause gangs to be a symbol of the hopelessness
that pervades the urban ghettos. Female gang members come together to support each
other as they struggle to deal with poverty and despair.
VIOLENCE
Another important reason girls may join gangs is protection. The urban areas in which
these girls live can be quite violent. As one teen interviewed by a researcher suggested,
others always made threats to her and assumed she was in a gang because of the
neighborhood she lived in, so eventually she realized the safest decision would be to join
a gang (Padilla 65). Gangs then become a form of protection against other gang
members from outside their immediate neighborhood.
Violence also plays a role in the lives of female gang members once they join a gang.
One reason that violence is prevalent among gangs, is the protection of their territory.
"Territory or turf remains a focal issue not only as a symbolic matter of gang integrity but
as an economic base where the gang reserves the right to deal drugs" (Campbell 180).
Violence is usually directed at members of rival female gangs as they fight to defend
their territory and reputation.
Although girls may participate in violent activities, some researchers have found that
much of the violence they claim to participate in is exaggerated in order to bolster their
reputations. "As others have noted in connection with male gang members and British
soccer fans, much of the violence of these youths occurs in the world of talk rather than
of action" (Campbell 177). However in more violent neighborhoods, "having a 'rep'
(reputation) is preferable to walking scared, to being powerless. But the rep they work so
hard to achieve sets them up as targets for others who are seeking to expand their own
reps. There is the abiding fear that 'there's always someone tougher than you"'
(Campbell 177).
Female involvement in violent activity is on the rise. Although one author has noted that
"although they may use guns, the girls most often are involved in fist or knife fights,"
recent trends tend to show quite the contrary (Campbell 180). According to recent
trends, girls are becoming increasingly involved in violent activity involving guns (CASA
Website: Social Work Journal).
IN COMPARISON TO MALE GANGS
Female gangs are different, in some respects, to male gangs. The female group usually
comes into existence after the male gang has been established and often takes a
feminized version of the male name (Campbell 177). Leadership is very different in
female gangs. For instance, "leadership is usually more diffuse than in boys groups.
Typically, the members insist there is no leader and that decisions are made
democratically. Observation suggests that some girls clearly have more clout than
others, but that this usually is not formalized as a leadership role" (Cambell177-178).
On the other hand, male and female gangs also have some similarities. For example,
similar to male gangs, some female gangs require a, "formal initiation ceremony... which
usually takes the form of a prearranged fistfight between the prospect and an
established member. The function of this 'jumping in' is to prove publicly the new girl's
ability to fight... she must demonstrate her 'heart' or courage" (Campbell 178).
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RACE
A girl's racial background is also thought to have an effect on determining whether or not
a girl joins a gang. However, the research on this thesis is greatly lacking. One
researcher has suggest that "race and class are salient factors in determining gang
involvement" (Burns-Kitchen VI). However, it may be argued that class is more of a
factor than race. Most street gangs are found in urban areas suffering from poverty so
one cannot necessarily correlate race with gang membership because the main factor
may actually be social class.
EXITING FROM A GANG
There are a number of factors that influence girls to leave gangs of their own accord. For
most girls, leaving the gang occurs at the end of adolescence, if they make it that far.
Unfortunately, "some find themselves in juvenile institutions, prisons, or drug treatment
centers. An unfortunate few graduate to heroin use, and their dependence on the drug
overtakes their loyalty to the gang" (Campbell 181). In addition, "for many it coincides
with the birth of a child and the unwelcome realization of the constraints that this entails"
(Campbell 181). Others set up stable relationships with men and slip away from the life
on the streets (Campbell 181). On the other hand, others are "jumped out" with a severe
beating by a number of other gang members which sometimes results in hospitalization
(Campbell 181).
Thus, it can be seen that gangs and their activities exact a price for participation.
Attempting to leave a gang can sometimes be as dangerous as being in one. The
current members appear to see others leaving as abandonment, something they were
attempting to get away from, within their biological family, when they joined the gang.
Also, many members become members for life and suffer the consequences, often by
passing their gang affiliations to their own children.
SOLUTIONS
A number of researchers have arrived at solutions to the gang problem. Such solutions
include program strategies such as community organizations, social intervention,
opportunities provision, suppression, and organizational development. One study
concluded that although suppression and social intervention were the most widely used
strategies, strategies of community organization and social opportunities were most
effective (Spergel and Curry 308).
A study on organizations and their effectiveness on helping solve the gang problem
found solutions similar to those proposed by Father Boyle during his lecture on May
19,1999. The implications of this study are that more resources alone for police or even
human service programs would not contribute much to dealing effectively with the youth
gang problem. It is more likely that community mobilization and more resources for and
reform of the educational system and the job market, targeted at gang youth or clearly
at-risk youth.. would be more effective in the reduction of the gang problem (Spergel and
Curry 308).
Providing jobs and improving the educational system are the most promising ways to
help solve the gang problem. Father Boyle's experiences in East Los Angeles are proof
that such methods are successful. The "Homeboy Industries" program described by
Father Boyle was very successful at getting boys out of gangs. This program offered
jobs and guidance to male gang members and a similar program for girls may be just as
successful. Therefore, the improvement of such social institutions as the educational
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system and improved job opportunities, targeted at youth gang members or potential
youth gang members, seem to be the most appropriate methods to reduce the youth
gang problem (Spergel and Curry 308).
CONCLUSION
"Recent data suggest that the future awaiting gang girls is bleak indeed: 94% will go on
to have children, and 84% will raise them without spouses. One third of them will be
arrested, and the vast majority will be dependent on welfare" (Campbell 182).
Unfortunately, the attraction of the gang to urban female youth is no mystery considering
the context of isolation and poverty in which they live. In accordance with the
suggestions of Father Boyle, people need to be willing to invest in the lives of youth by
providing them with jobs and community support. Spending money on police protection
and suppression of youth are not the most effective methods to help teen gang members
in the long term. Providing them with community support and jobs is the only way to help
gang members become responsible law abiding adults. Without this help, many of these
youth may not have the chance to become a productive and worthwhile adult member of
society.
o

Article link http://www.stanford.edu/class/e297c/poverty_prejudice/ganginterv/hfemalegang.htm
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 Ex-L.A. Gang Member Trades Streets For Family Life
NPR - All Things Considered
by Mandalit del Barco
DATE: September 6, 2011
o

(original NPR episode 1995) Listen link 2011 interview (7 mins) http://www.npr.org/2011/09/06/140111199/ex-l-a-gang-member-trades-streets-for-family-life

Robert Yager

BooBoo (right) flashes a Playboys
gang hand sign, 1993.

Los Angeles is arguably the
epicenter of street gangs
stretching back for
generations. NPR's Mandalit
del Barco has been
documenting the lives of
gang members in the city for
nearly two decades. For the
series "The Hidden World of
Girls," produced with the
Kitchen Sisters, del Barco
revisits one gang girl she
profiled for an NPR
documentary in 1995.
When I first met up with BooBoo, she was living with her homegirls Nena and Chunky in a seedy onebedroom apartment in Los Angeles. They took turns sleeping on a single mattress on the floor, when they
weren't running the streets.
BooBoo was a hard-core member of the legendary Playboys. In middle school, when she was initiated
into the gang, her homies named her after the cartoon cub that tags along with Yogi Bear.
"I wanted to belong to something," she said. "I was, what, 12 years old? And I see a bunch of girls
hanging together. I figured, yeah, I want to kick back with them, so I said I'm a get into Playboys. I'll never
be from another neighborhood, 'cause this is where my heart is."
Back then, BooBoo was 19 years old. She sported more than 30 tattoos, including a little Playboy bunny
below her right eye and the signature body art of gang life: three dots signifying Mi Vida Loca, or my crazy
life.
"Yeah, I been stabbed, shot, busted," she said. "I been through the whole nine yards. And I'm still here."
BooBoo's swagger was as coarse as the ponytail she was brushing during our interview. When she talked
about getting revenge with rival gangs, she boasted, "For one of our homeboys that die, about 10 of their
homeboys die." She'd already been shot twice, and had been in and out of juvenile probation camps for
various crimes. "Man, my whole life has been this: I'm free for a little bit, yeah, I might go to school a week
or two, I get busted a month, two months, three months, come back out, go to school another week, get
busted six months, seven months. That's it. That's my whole routine."
BooBoo said the conditions of her probation included looking for a job. But that was difficult, she
explained, because employers were afraid of her tattoos and her attitude. "I'll admit I might look mean as
f***," she admitted, "but if you're all right with me, I'm all right with you."
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I asked her what she imagined for her future. "I would just dream of a normal life, you know? To have
your boyfriend, or your husband, your kids, your house, a job. What I wouldn't give for that. Just the
responsibility of having to get up to go somewhere," she said wistfully. "Sometimes you go home and
say, 'I'm so tired, I wish I could just kick back.' But look at us: That's all we do."
At the time, BooBoo was pining for her boyfriend, Dreamer, from the Eastside Playboys, who had just
been locked away in prison on drug charges. "In the little time I was with him, he showed me a lot — a lot
— of love, eh?" BooBoo sighed. "He doesn't think that I love him, but if you hear this, I love you, stupid."

Booboo in 1993 - a full fledged gang member
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1995 Booboo (bottom left corner)

Booboo having tattoos removed from her face
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Booboo getting married

Booboo holding one of her 5 children - 2011
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A Transformation To Mommy
Seventeen years later, BooBoo is in
full mommy mode with five children
ranging in ages from 18 months to 14
years. At their modest three-bedroom
home in L.A.'s Glassell Park
neighborhood, she cradles her twins:
preemies, born with lung and heart
problems.
BooBoo coos, and tenderly places an
oxygen mask over Peter's mouth to
help him breathe. "It's the motherbear feeling," she says. "You gotta
look out for your cubs. These are my
little baby bears, my cubs."
BooBoo now goes by her real name, Cindy Martinez. Since we last met, she had all her gang tattoos
lasered off her face and arms. She says she mostly just talks to her old friends through Facebook.
"Some homies are almost in their 40s, and they're medical assistants, secretaries, nurses," she says.
"Some are in prison, some are dead. Some have kids, a whole lotta kids."
Martinez's relationships have been complicated: She married her old boyfriend, Dreamer, after he was
released from his eight-year prison sentence. By then, she already had her first two daughters with
another Playboy, who was later incarcerated. She says after Dreamer became a heroin addict and was
deported to Mexico, she had her younger daughter and the baby boys with a different father.
"If I sat here and told you everything that has happened in my life, you'd be like, this is a Jerry Springer
show," she says. "I kid you not. I kid you not." I ask her what her routine is these days.
"Making breakfast, and changing diapers, and doctors' appointments for the twins," she says. "I'll spend
most of my days at Children's Hospital with specialists."
At 36, Martinez has her own health problems, and says they get by on government assistance and help
from her construction worker boyfriend. For a while, she sold Avon products, worked in a factory making
adult sex toys, and cared for an elderly woman. She'd like to go back to school and get a good job. But
getting in the way are her three criminal cases: selling marijuana, assault and battery, and petty theft.
"My life was set to be a gangster, a hoodlum," she says. "If you told me back then, 'You're gonna have
five kids,' I woulda slapped you upside of your head. Yeah, right. Me, have kids? Hell, no. But I would
never trade 'em for nothing. ... As much as they get on my last nerve." She says having her daughter
Gabriela saved her: "Just knowing that was my baby and needed me, didn't have nobody but me."
'Be Caring Instead Of Hateful'
Martinez says leaving the gang lifestyle was like kicking heroin. But these experiences changed her: the
moment someone cocked a gun to her temple while she was holding Gabby; the day gang members
brutally gunned down her little brother Freddie; the time baby Peter once stopped breathing.
"All that, 'I'm a tough gangster, I'm this bad bitch,' went out the window," she says. "Since I've had my
kids, I've grown to appreciate the sensitive part of life." It's true: Martinez has transformed from her hardcore mentality, and advises her children to not make her same mistakes.
"I try to tell kids be caring instead of being hateful," she says, adding, "I am not as cold-hearted as I was.
I'm such a sissy. I could watch a cartoon and cry. Before I'd be like, 'F*** you, die, mother-f*****, die.' "
She admits there are some days, though, when she just needs a break, "and my old BooBoo comes
back, like rrrrrr," she playfully growls. "I try not to have those days."
I ask if she still sings the old "Playboy" song she used to croon with her homegirls back in the day.
"Yeah," snickers the former BooBoo, "I have it on a ringtone on my phone."
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 Girl Gangs: Female Members On Love And Motherhood
Huffington Post
DATE: 03/6/2012
Perhaps it is because I am now officially a mother, but I find myself increasingly drawn to the
women in the neighborhoods. I want to understand more about their role in gangs. For months
now, I have heard conflicting stories about how active women are. One thing was clear,
however. Some women were full-fledged gang members, moving far beyond the more
traditional status of baby mama. Kenny Green told me, “They’re a part of it now—they are bad—
they roll up and start shooting.”
Various experts had as much trouble as I did trying to figure out just how active young women
are. The National Gang Center highlighted a purposive study conducted in fifteen major cities
revealing that 7.8 percent of females, compared with 8.8 percent of males, between the ages of
eighteen and thirty self-reported that they were gang members. Law enforcement offered a
different view—insisting there were far fewer female than male gang members. The only thing
academics and practitioners agreed upon was that the actual number of female gang members
was impossible to estimate.
In the past year, both Greg Boyle and Big Mike have insisted that probably less than 5 percent
of “at-risk” young women became active gang members. The numbers weren’t the only area
where information was soft. Early on, the accounts of “girls in gangs” mirrored mainstream
society: young women were the second sex, playing a supporting role. But from the mid-1980s
and into the aptly named decade of death—when Los Angeles experienced up to one thousand
gang-related homicides a year—homegirls proved to be much more than Dale Evans with
tattoos. Women did not just carry guns—they shot them. They did not just hide drugs for their
homeboys—they dealt them, taking care of the cash and the transactions.
All this female activity in gangs ultimately gave rise to reports of sexual violence. The streets
buzzed with stories of girls getting “sexed in” to neighborhoods by being gang-raped. In one
rumored initiation rite, aspiring homegirls were forced to have sex with a gang member who was
HIV-positive. There were tales of bloody beatings using fists and clubs, with no exceptions for
gender. But all of this was secondhand. When I start talking to women in the neighborhoods,
joining the gang sounds almost organic—evolving alongside criminal activity.
“We partied together and then they invited me to go on a drive-by,” Vanity “Dimples” Benton
explains. “Next thing I knew, ’cuz I was the only one with a license, they told me to drive while
one of my homies opened up shooting. After that I was in the neighborhood. When they caught
us and locked me up—I still thought it was worth it, I wanted to gangbang and slang drugs and
just hang out.”
Despite all the information and titillation, it takes me a long time to catch on to what happens
with women in the neighborhoods. Too long. I am late to the party because, up until now, I have
never been particularly interested in women. Hanging out with the homegirls was just not my
speed. In my mind, there were two kinds of women—nuns and bitches—and I placed myself
firmly in the latter category. Growing up in a Greek extended family, I watched how “good girls”
exhibited a version of female dependency I wanted desperately to avoid.
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Because of this I had no use for the girlfriends of gang members. These girls—some of them
only fourteen or fifteen—surrendered their lives. As they entered the bloom of adulthood, they
had no plans other than giving birth to multiple children and ensnaring a man. Marriage did not
exist; pregnancy was the closest they would come to long-term commitment, and infidelity was
the aftermath.
The attitudes of men in the neighborhoods resembled something circa the 1950s. Women were
good for one thing—sex; sex with a beautiful woman was even better and, for God’s sake,
domestic sex was bound to be supplemented. Of course, all this possession and infidelity
caused unending problems between the neighborhoods. Kenny Green was my guide to the
sexual politics in the gang world.
“Everyone thinks that gangbanging is about turf,” he instructed. “No way. Most of it is about
women—they make all the trouble. And now there are the women who want to be shooters and
slang; they want to be part of the neighborhood.” These are the women who catch my interest. I
am not interested in the nuns—the girls who behave as if they are tattooed with the word victim.
I stay as far away from them as possible. I want nothing of their silent suffering, their fortitude, or
their devotion. Instead, deep down, I know I am just a tough little bitch with too much rage. I
identify with the female gangbangers who are angry and “down for the neighborhood.” But,
despite my empathy, the women I meet are even more suspicious than the men of the
neighborhoods.
“What do you want?” Dimples questions me after I ask her if we can hang out together. I am
blunt; I tell her I want to know why she gangbangs and deals drugs. I may be a chameleon, but I
refuse to lie. Lying is dangerous; your street credibility—no matter who you are—depends on
telling the truth. Gang members come equipped with a bullshit detector; they call you out for
“fronting.” Slowly, Dimples and other women I meet react to the honesty I express. Their stories
spill out while I am at Homeboy Industries, gathering information for a research proposal I am
writing.
“This is not about girls becoming like guys,” Meda Chesney-Lind, a gang researcher at the
University of Hawaii, tells me. “Although the themes are the same. The girls come from toxic,
abusive families, and are re-victimized in the gang setting.” I wonder how the women I am
getting to know would feel about being seen as “re-victimized.” They openly describe the trauma
they have experienced, the abuse they have known. There are stepfathers who demand
blowjobs or cousins who force them to have anal sex. But making the deliberate choice to
become part of a neighborhood involves something beyond trauma. Sometimes the act of
joining a gang is experienced as empowerment. It doesn’t really matter if it’s a male gang or a
female gang—all that matters is the feeling of control, with the added attraction of rejecting both
traditional female passivity and victimhood. Chesney-Lind sums it all up by saying, “Girls choose
the gang for entirely understandable and even laudable goals, given the constraints that they
experience in a society that is increasingly likely to police and pathologize girlhood.” The women
I know want to rewrite the rules. These are not the nuns—these are the bitches, the girls who
want, somehow, to have control.
In the midst of my research, I start spending a lot of time with Dark Eyes, whose real name is
Joanna Carillo. Joanna is a self-proclaimed third-generation gang member. She grew up
watching her grandparents, parents, cousins, and uncles all caught up in the life of different
cliques that eventually merged into Florencia-13. Her father was killed in a drive-by shooting a
week after Joanna’s thirteenth birthday. After he died, her mother supported the family by
dealing drugs. “Oh, she’s still dealing,” Joanna volunteers offhand, when we are discussing our
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relationships with our mothers and how we want to raise our daughters differently. “It’s never
been a problem. I’ve always told her, don’t fuckin’ do it around me. You can deal, but go away
from the house, go somewhere else. I’ve got values.” But a few minutes later, Joanna tells me
that she is more worried than usual about all this “business” because her mother is moving in
with her. “After all, she is my mother,” she explains. “She can’t take care of herself. But y’know,
we’ve talked about my house rules. She can’t do any business in front of the kids. There are
enough bad influences around the kids without them seeing their grandmother dealing drugs.”
“How old is your mother?” I ask Joanna. “She is sixty-one—but she seems older, y’know? Her
back is bad, her health isn’t good, I need to get a daytime nurse for her. My ex-husband has
said he would help out. He’s moved into the apartment downstairs from mine.” I calmly take in
this tasting menu of insanity and then the stray thought enters: Well, she seems closer to her
mother than I am to mine. Who am I to judge? “I wanna meet your mother,” I tell Joanna.
“Why? She’s no damn good. She’s left me so many times. She’s never there when I need her.
And she makes me feel like shit. I gotta take her in because no one else will take care of her. It
doesn’t mean I love her or she’s part of my life.”
Women and their mothers—is there any way to escape it?
So many of the women I kick it with feel both tied to and emotionally abandoned by their
mothers. This is not something I expected to find. But the words are familiar. I understand
Joanna. She is my sister under the skin, seesawing between two identities: the attentive mother,
hovering over her baby girl as she feeds her applesauce, and the enraged homegirl, threatening
to split open the face of some bitch who has disrespected her. Men, love, freedom. Joanna’s life
runs along the same plot lines as mine—but it is much more complicated.
“It was always there—the neighborhood was always there,” Joanna tells me. “Everyone in my
family was part of it, gangbanging and slanging and getting locked up. And of course there was
always domestic violence, my dad beating my mom. Everyone feared my dad—he was high up,
a leader—he had a lot of power. I figured the only way I could deal with it was when I said to
myself, I am gonna do what I gotta do to earn my respect in the neighborhood. I was only seven
years old when I started out there in the street.”
There are tattoos wreathing Joanna’s neck and upper arms. She is wearing polka-dotted acrylic
press-on nails and they curl out like claws. Her nose is pierced, and I can see barely
discernable scars on her face. “Maybe I understand a lot more now that I am older. But back in
the day, it became like an obsession—I stopped being a kid—I lost my childhood. And the
weirdest part of it is that my parents were proud—they would look at each other and laugh and
say, ‘Yeah, they’re our kids’—y’know in that proud kinda voice—they fuckin’ enjoyed what we
were doing. No one ever said, ‘What you guys are doing is wrong.’ If my brothers got beat up or
got arrested or got kicked out of school—they were proud of them. And when I started gettin’
into trouble, they were all right with it. They thought that was good.”
Adolescence brought on her first boyfriend, Flaco, and serial pregnancies—a son at fifteen, a
daughter at eighteen. In between there were arrests, time spent in probation camps, and a trip
to the California Youth Authority. But Joanna focused on being a mother.
“I’d dress my kids in gang clothes—I thought they were so cute. I thought I was so smart. I
dropped out of school and there I was, a baby mama with two kids in Florencia-13 clothes.”
Then—at nineteen—Joanna attracted a boyfriend who was “totally different. Roberto wasn’t in a
neighborhood; he had been raised in a convent school. I guess he was meant to come into my
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life . . . he was serious; he said we had to get married before we had kids. He was very Catholic
and we got married in the Church.”
But even in a religiously sanctioned marriage—a rare occurrence—she continued to gangbang
and slang drugs, refusing to settle down—attracting and discarding men. She also had two
more children—another boy and another girl. There was a decade of marriage and infidelity until
her husband finally left her. Joanna took up with someone new. But Juan was the one boyfriend
who was stronger and bigger than she is and abused her repeatedly.
“I let him take over,” she tells me. “I don’t know why. He made me feel like he was good, I was
bad. He would tell me, ‘Stop dealingdrugs, stay home, take care of the kids, I will make the
money.’ I liked that for a while. But then he got crazy. He started beating me. He thought I was
cheating on him. But it turned out he was cheating on me. One night he kept hitting me and said
the next time he was gonna kill me. He got really drunk and then he crashed. When he was
sleeping, I packed up the kids, started the car, and just when I was getting ready to go, I started
to panic. I couldn’t breathe. I didn’t know if I could make it. But somehow, I calmed down and
made myself drive. I finally got to a friend’s house—someone Juan never met—and she let me
and the kids spend the night. In the morning she took me to see Father Greg. He helped me.”
Joanna smiles. “He hired me. And he told me, ‘I’ll be here ’til the wheels fall off.’ ” Joanna
started working at Homeboy Industries and promptly found a new boyfriend—Silent.
“It was the first time I really fell in love with someone,” she tells me, “but then I found out—he
was married. What a mess! I broke up with him, but I was so fuckin’ angry. I got stress seizures.
I was twenty-nine and sick. I would act out rather than say how I was feeling—I would look to
fight with somebody to take my frustration out. And I was looking for someone to love. And that
was Luisa.”
Joanna breaks down telling me this. I don’t know it but I am listening to the most confusing part
of Joanna’s past. I have seen Luisa around Homeboy Industries, but she defies any of the
categories I have constructed for gang members. With her shaved head and swagger, her
multiple tattoos, she is channeling Boys Don’t Cry, but no one is fooled. Everyone knows Luisa
is fronting as a man—that she is actually a girl. Greg Boyle calls her Baby Girl.
“We embraced her,” G—as the homies call Greg Boyle—remembers. “We surrounded Baby Girl
with love.” The homies think Luisa is strange or “mental,” but they also pity her. She has no
mother, no father, no family. She meets Joanna—who takes one look at her underfed,
overtattooed, androgynous frame—and announces she wants to adopt her.
The model of multitasking, Joanna mothers Luisa while she is breaking up with Silent and
hustling and seeing a therapist and trying to go straight. Things deteriorate. Despite Joanna’s
steadfast connection, Luisa will not stop her ninety-pound demolition derby of self-destruction.
There is a long line of arrests and offenses—busted for murder, assault with a deadly weapon.
And then she is gone.
Joanna is crying. “It hit me harder than losing Silent.” I ask her why. “I was trying to save Baby
Girl. I think at that point it still didn’t click––maybe I was trying to save my first son—he died
when he was five.”
Joanna stops. I wait, quietly. “I need to think about this.” She puts her head down on the table
in front of me. She doesn’t elaborate; I don’t probe. Maybe we will come to a point in our
relationship when she’ll explain what happened to her son. Maybe not. All I know is that we’re
not there yet. She raises her head and moves on. “I had always pretended my son was still
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alive. Every once in a while, Flaco—his father—would call. I would make up stories about our
son, what he liked to eat, how he was doing in school. I would say he was asleep or he was out
playing, lying about why he couldn’t come to the phone.”
But after ten years hiding out in Mexico, Flaco returns to Los Angeles, wanting to see his son
and daughter. Joanna is finally forced to tell him the truth. In the days that follow, Flaco grows
increasingly upset that his son is dead and Joanna’s other children, including her son and
daughter with Roberto, are alive. Flaco reports Joanna to DCFS, saying she is gangbanging
and slanging drugs. A children’s social worker investigates, removes the children from Joanna’s
custody and places all the kids with Roberto. I don’t know how I got through it, but I did.”
Joanna’s voice is flat. “When they took my kids away, I decided I was gonna concentrate on
being a mother. I wanted my kids back, I was not gonna have another baby. I decided to get an
IUD. The doctor told me this would guarantee I wouldn’t get pregnant.”
Joanna is decidedly not a nun. In a few weeks, she begins a relationship with Bullet, who
belongs to a neighborhood that is one of her gang’s rivals. After they break up, Joanna
discovers she is pregnant. “I had the IUD in, and I didn’t know why I was throwing up and not
getting my period. I couldn’t believe I was pregnant. All the doctor said was, ‘These things
happen.’ I kept thinking, Why? Then I thought maybe this was the baby I was getting back—
because my son had died. So I couldn’t get an abortion. I told Father Greg what had happened,
and I asked him if he would help me. I’ll always remember what he said: ‘I’ll be there till the
wheels fall off the bus, kiddo.’ And he meant it.” I can hear Greg’s voice speaking those words.
But there is more. The baby—a little boy—is born premature with underdeveloped lungs and
one kidney instead of two. His first two years are punctuated by a series of medical
emergencies. He cannot breathe on his own, requiring an oxygen tank. He is undersized and
the doctors doubt he will ever walk. Then his kidney begins to fail. “Why did God give me
another baby who isn’t going to live?” Joanna cried.
“These women,” Greg tells me, “their pain is so deep.”
A week later, Joanna calls me and says she wants to talk. We meet, and she tells me about
Bullet. They are back together, trying to take care of their son, whom they call Poco Marcos—
Little Marcos. That morning, she found the bag of works—spoons and syringes—that he had
hidden from her. Bullet loves to slam crystal meth between his gers. He is a sad little bad boy
who alternately lives with his mother and depends on Joanna. He will never take care of
Joanna, which is the one thing she craves. Underneath her tattoos and her gold jewelry and her
acrylics, all Joanna wants is to lay down her head. Instead, she is in charge of everyone.
“I don’t wanna go on this way,” Joanna tells me. “I don’t know why, but when I had Marcos,
that’s when I decided I had to change.”
I know why. Little Marcos represents a chance for Joanna to try again—to have a normal family
with birthday parties and friends, a life unfettered by drugs hidden in diapers or Daddy hitting
Mommy. But she is not there yet. I know this because I am always meeting Joanna in public—at
Homeboy, at a restaurant. Unlike the other women who ask me to visit them at home, I am
never invited to Joanna’s house. I suspect it is crawling with Florencia-13.“Joanna won’t have
anyone over,” a homie tells me. “Her house is too crazy, trust me.” I am not alone. No one is
invited to kick it at Joanna’s.
“What do you want to do about Bullet?”
“Fuck him. He’s slamming again,” Joanna spits out. I am worried about Joanna—how on earth
is she making it financially? Is she dealing again? I don’t want to ask, I don’t want to know.
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Two days later, a group of homies and their kids, including Joanna and Bullet, all go to Magic
Mountain. Joanna calls to tell me there has been trouble with Bullet. She begins reading the Xray of their relationship. “I love Bullet,” she tells me, “but I am not in love with him. Do you know
what I mean?” Sadly, I do. I loved my first husband deeply—the way I would a brother. But my
second marriage is different; with Mark I am truly “in love.” I try to explain.
“See, you did it right,” Joanna says, sighing. “I was in love with Silent. I only love Bullet—not the
‘in love’ part. And we fight so much.” Joanna tells me that coming home from Magic Mountain,
Bullet began to ridicule her. “I can kick your ass,” he taunted. She tells me that they were
fighting inside of their minivan with children in the car. She looks at me anxiously.
“You think I am a fool in the car, banging with Bullet in front of the kids,” she starts.
“Not really. I am thinking that my husband and I bang too. Just like you and Bullet.”
Joanna is looking at me skeptically.“I don’t hit him—but we bang—with words.”
As of late, things had been tumultuous at home. A few days before, Mark had announced he
was traveling to the FBI Hazardous Devices School in Huntsville, Alabama; he would be gone
for a week. The whole plan made me furious—but I couldn’t say anything. Intellectually, I knew I
was being unreasonable. But emotionally, I did not want to stay home and be solely responsible
for Shannon. I was worried about Joanna’s stability and Big Mike’s safety and my homies’ illegal
enterprises. I try to explain my rage, but I also tell Joanna that Mark and I have gone to therapy.
“I need to get Bullet to go with me. I really love therapy. I think it would help him to talk. He
never tells me his feelings.” Joanna is echoing what has been my mantra through two marriages
and numerous relationships.
“Isn’t he in the Building Positive Relationships class at Homeboy?” I ask her.
“I kicked him out. I didn’t want him there. I think every woman should take that class alone.
Without any men around. The men ruin it. They talk about themselves all the time. They should
go away. We don’t need the men there. We should be able to talk openly. Bullet can go to
therapy with me, but I need a place just for women.”
I remember the first consciousness-raising group I attended in the early 1970s and how men
were banned from it. I tell Joanna I will call her the next day to see how she is doing, but when I
call, her cell phone is disconnected. No one knows where she is. A day later she calls. She is
out in Chino, temporarily living at her aunt’s house. “Bullet came over to my apartment and we
started fighting and he hit me,” Joanna explains. “I can’t take it anymore. I don’t want him to
know where I am. I told him I was going to Texas to visit some of my cousins. I just don’t wanna
see him.”
Two months after this break, Joanna tells me that Little Marcos is sick. So sick that kidney
surgery is scheduled for the first week in November. Joanna arranges for Marcos to be baptized
at Dolores Mission Church, the tiny parish in East Los Angeles where Greg Boyle was once
pastor. It is a heartbreaking ceremony. Her son looks so small and perishable, and Joanna is
clearly terrified. It is the first and only time I have seen Joanna openly falling apart.
In my wildest dreams I could never imagine feeling close to someone like Joanna. But then
again, there was a time when I could not imagine being a mother. Watching Joanna gently kiss
the crown of her son’s head, I think about how I would feel if Shannon were endangered. We
are not bitches, we are mothers. My heart cracks open.
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 Rise of the girl gangs: As ‘crews’ proliferate in New
York’s housing projects, officials worry about the increasing
brutality of all-female wolfpacks
New York Post
By BRAD HAMILTON
DATE: December 4, 2011
(Below) Tayshana Murphy, 18, was a promising basketball star until she was killed earlier this fall, caught up in the
crew wars of New York

When teen hoop star Tayshana Murphy was chased
and shot dead by gang members in her project in
Morningside Heights in September, few knew her
death was a double tragedy.
Despite being one of the city’s best high-school
basketball players and a likely WNBA draft pick,
Murphy had been drawn into a deadly street crew and
was killed because of a rivalry with another gang.
Cops now have revealed that Murphy was caught in a
troubling new trend: good girls recruited by
neighborhood gangs into lives of violence, where
carrying weapons and committing crimes is as
commonplace as shooting a free throw.
Sister gangs are popping up all over Manhattan,
Brooklyn and The Bronx with names such as the
Harlem Hiltons, Hood Barbies, Billion Dolla Beauties,
Gun Clappin Divas and 2 Gurl Gunnas, police say.
They brawl, flash box cutters, stash guns for male
gangbangers and act as ambush bait, luring boy
members of rival crews to house parties for revenge beatdowns.
“Some of these kids really can’t walk more than two or three blocks from their own territory,”
said a gang investigator. There’s no doubt about the danger they pose.
Bronx prosecutors are preparing to try another young woman, Raven Walker, 16, for murder
after she allegedly stabbed to death a teenage boy during a gang fight on Gunther Avenue in
June 2010. The mother of the victim, Rashawn Birthright, 17, claimed her son’s death was “part
of a gang initiation.”
Youth counselors say it’s increasingly difficult for female teens like Murphy and Walker to resist
joining all-girl sets. “The mom is working three jobs and comes home at 11 at night, so they’re
not being raised by anybody but the streets and their friends,” says Karim Chapman, a
supervisor with Operation Snug, a youth program that employs ex-gang members to teach
teens peace. “These girl crews are forming for protection and a sense of identity.”
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‘They are in this because of the boys,” says Chuck Berkley, a Harlem youth mentor and
community activist who spent 20 years in the NYPD, five of them as an undercover detective
assigned to drug and gun investigations.
“I think they’re doing it for the excitement, but
they’re just as dangerous as the guys,” he
adds. “About 95% of them carry knives. Their
favorite is the box cutter. They’ll hold a gun for
a male gangbanger, but they generally won’t
shoot.” Such was the case with Africa Owes,
17, who became a cause célèbre in the spring
when she was charged with gang conspiracy.
Though not a gang member herself, Owes was
recorded talking to her boyfriend, Jaquan “Jay Cash” Layne, in Rikers, and agreeing to ferry
guns to Layne’s brother. Both Laynes were members of a gang called the 137th Street Crew.
o

Article link:
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/opinion/opedcolumnists/rise_of_the_girl_gangs_RYY4ra9Gt0OeG
So2nrio9L#ixzz24V0wcygw
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 Confessions of a switchblade sister
New York Post
DATE: December 3, 2011

She’s prone to giggling and has a cherubic baby face, but Kim, a 16-year-old Harlem high
school student, is no angel: She’s been in an all-girl gang, stashing guns and beating up rivals,
before youth counselors at Operation Snug intervened, working to keep her straight and prepare
her for college. Kim (her name has been changed because she fears retribution) tells The Post
about life in a crew, where she terrorized challengers — and faced violent revenge.
I like hanging out with the boys. I was ready to ride for the block. I’m a one-man army.
After my mom kicked me out, I joined up. If you want to get by, you do. To be a part of the crew,
you have to get beat up or cut someone. Then you’re protected. They’re your family.
I got into some fights. Some girl was talking about me online. She called me a punk and a slut,
so I decided to fight her. I was in this building and somebody called and said she was on the
block. I thought she would come after me. I ran outside. I pulled out her tracks [hair extensions]
and made her body hurt. Everyone said I beat her up. But I was scared — I thought she would
come after me.
Another time we were on the block, hanging out, me and a girl and a guy she likes. She got
upset because he was talking to me and starting to make a scene. The boys came around and
were like, “Beat her up. Go pop on her!” She kept going, so I hit her with my fist.
A boy asked me, “Could you hold this down for me?” It was 2-2 [.22 caliber pistol]. It was a bad
idea. But cops don’t check on females. Girls are trying to get their names out there. They do the
same things as boys.
But it got too much. One time me and a girl were coming from a barbecue and got jumped. A
boy was there from a rival gang. I told her, “We’re not supposed to be over here.” She said no,
it’s OK. But a group of about 10 girls came at us. I said, “Run, they’re coming.”
One girl hit me and another female hit me — boom. They pulled out their weapons. They had
knives. I ran into a store and behind the cash register. The guy told me to get out. I said, “I just
got jumped. If I leave, I’m going to die.” When you have 10 females on you, you have to run. I
ran. I took four punches to the face. After that I didn’t want to come back to Harlem for a month.
I was in danger. But you have to keep moving forward.
We talk about violence. It’s not necessary. Some people would rather get negative attention. But
you don’t have to prove anything to anybody but yourself. You have to stay true to yourself.
I want to be a lawyer, go to Harvard or Princeton. I like writing, math. I like being here [at
Operation Snug]. I feel safe. It makes me feel like somebody got out.
o
Article link:
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/opinion/opedcolumnists/confessions_of_switchblade_sister_V077
hh6ofQcLq4f7lRn9PL#ixzz24V2DWQ8Z
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 For Gold Earrings and Protection, More Girls Take Road to
Violence
By FELICIA R. LEE
New York Times
DATE: November 25, 1991
For Aleysha J., the road to crime has been paved with huge gold earrings and name-brand
clothes. At Aleysha's high school in the Bronx, popularity comes from looking the part.
Aleysha's mother has no money to buy her nice things so the diminutive 15-year-old steals
them, an act that she feels makes her equal parts bad girl and liberated woman. "It's like I don't
want to do it, but my friends put a lot of pressure on me," said Aleysha, who spoke on condition
that her full name not be used. "Then I see something I want so bad I just take it. The worst
time, I pulled a knife on this girl, but I never hurt anybody. I just want things."
There are more and more girls like Aleysha in troubled neighborhoods in the New York
metropolitan area, people who work with children say. There are more girls in gangs, more girls
in the drug trade, more girls carrying guns and knives, more girls in trouble.
The rise in crime by girls 17 years old or younger, experts say, results from less supervision, the
breakup of families and an increase in gang behavior. They say many girls join the loosely
organized gangs, imitations of the ones they see boys forming, for protection from the violence
around them. But the imitation often then extends, the experts say, to fighting, shoplifting and
robberies.
Boys are still far more likely to be arrested and convicted for violence than are girls, according to
statistics, and the ratio of boys to girls who go through juvenile court, more than 10 to 1, has not
changed. But arrest statistics reflect a new reality around the region.
In New York City, the number of girls arrested for felonies increased 48 percent over four years,
from 7,340 in 1986 to 10,853 last year. In New Jersey the number of girls arrested for violent
crimes like robbery and aggravated assault increased 67 percent from 1980 to 1990. In
Connecticut, from 1986 to 1990 the number of girls arrested for simple assault rose from 366 to
533, a 46 percent increase, and went up 62 percent for aggravated assault, from 109 to 177.
There have been few broadly based studies of violence by girls, but a variety of anecdotal
reports appear to support the belief of dozens of teen-agers, educators, city officials and grassroots community organizers that violence and alienation are on the rise among girls.
When these girl gangs are violent, the most common victims are other girls or young women.
Fifteen-year-old Maribel Feliciano was stabbed to death in Manhattan as she rode the subway
home from school on Sept. 20 after refusing to give her gold hoop earrings to a pack of girls
who surrounded her. Four teen-agers from a Brooklyn housing project are to stand trial on
murder charges on Dec. 10. Last year, a roving gang of teen-age girls frightened women on the
Upper West Side of Manhattan with random pin-prick attacks. In the malls of Connecticut and
New Jersey, clots of teen-age girls congregate for shoplifting and to mug other girls, police
departments around the region report. Unreported Juvenile Crimes.
In her studies of women charged with violent crimes, Deborah Baskin, a sociologist at the John
Jay College of Criminal Justice in Manhattan, said they had reported committing thousands of
crimes that went undetected while juveniles, especially drug dealing. Dr. Baskin said that as
early as elementary school the women said they carried weapons to protect themselves or to
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give the appearance of toughness. "People are afraid of doing these studies because of the
political implications," she said. "They are afraid it will result in the over-incarceration of women.
I'm more willing to go out on a limb and say from anecdotal reports and our research this is
something we should be worried about."
Of gang members across the country, about 10 percent are girls, said Anne Campbell, a
professor at Rutgers University who wrote "The Girls in the Gang," published by Basil Blackwell
in 1984. Jewelle Taylor Gibbs, a psychologist who teaches in the School of Social Welfare at
the University of California at Berkeley, is writing a book based on national statistics and
interviews with nearly 400 junior-high school girls in the San Francisco Bay area.
Dr. Gibbs said that in big cities like New York, Chicago and Los Angeles, girls are joining gangs
that fight and rob like male gangs. In smaller cities she found a marked increase in delinquent
behavior like shoplifting and drug abuse that cut across lines of class and race. "In smaller cities
and towns, in suburban malls, the girls are shoplifting," Dr. Gibbs said. "For poor girls, it's
wanting nice things. They shoplift to get things they see on TV and want. The middle-class girls
are shoplifting out of boredom. It gives them a sense of adventure." 'Not an Issue of Race'
Experts like Dr. Baskin and Dr. Gibbs point to several social trends for the change, including the
loosening of traditionally tighter rules on the behavior of girls, the dissolution of families and the
desire by girls in poor neighborhoods to join gangs for protection or for a feeling of belonging.
"This notion of the communities from which they come is important," Dr. Baskin said. "In New
York City, we're talking about poor black girls."
But the causes, she said, have to do primarily with poverty, not race: "It is a problem that is
endemic in underclass communities. White girls live in communities that are more integrated in
terms of class, and they have more resources. So it's not an issue of race." Dr. Gibbs said that
girls, in seeking the same freedoms as boys and getting them, are also emulating some of the
most negative aspects of male rebellion. But Prof. Cathleen Daly, a sociologist who teaches
criminology at Yale University, urges caution about drawing stark conclusions in the absence of
thorough studies. "To a lot of us," she said, the debate about a rise in girls' violence "becomes a
way to make women look bad."
"What we have now are impressions that things are worse than they used to be," she said.
"What is worse is that poverty is worse than it used to be." What makes violence by young
women shocking, she said, is that "what formerly used to be thought of as safe people are no
longer safe people. It used to be you could walk down the street and not worry about passing a
group of girls as you did a group of boys. Now both are sources of concern."
James and Carolyn Wallace, a husband-and-wife team who scoop troubled children off the
tough streets of Newark, said that for the first time in 20 years their program to help youths earn
general equivalency diplomas has more girls than boys. The couple's group, the International
Youth Organization, has four different programs aimed at getting these young people away from
crime and off the streets. "They are more violent, they get angry quicker, they are trying to
prove they are just as tough as the boys," Mrs. Wallace said of the girls she sees. "I'm noting
more girls on the corner with the drug trade than a year ago. They are more physical than girls
used to be. They used to get to be 14 and worried about impressing guys."
In conversations with young women in New York City, most said that other girls are more of a
threat to their personal safety than boys. In many urban high schools, they said, a girl's "gear,"
or mode of dress, determines her popularity. Girls who lack the money to dress well resort to
stealing or attacking other girls for their clothes and jewelry. Sometimes, they said, a motive is
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jealousy about looks or boyfriends. Other girls join loosely formed gangs, they said, to get
protection from the random violence they find in the subway system and in their neighborhoods.
On a recent night, a group of 12 young women who belong to a support group in Crown
Heights, Brooklyn -- Sisters Educating, Advocating and Managing, an offshoot of the Crown
Heights Youth Collective -- talked about the violence in their lives. One girl recalled a friend
who was shot in the back after she refused to dance with a boy at a party. Others talked about
friends who had taken to carrying guns after repeated muggings or being caught in crossfire.
Some said the competition for clothes and jewelry is so fierce that they purposely dress in as
demure a manner as possible to avoid jealousy or being mugged.
"A girlfriend of mine this weekend showed me her gun," said Kenya Warner, a 20-year-old
college freshman. "I said, 'Why are you carrying a gun?' She said because her boyfriend keeps
getting robbed and she is afraid."
"It's a power thing," said Charlene Edwards, a 15-year-old senior at John Dewey High School in
Brooklyn. "Some of these girls like guys with bad reputations, and they start carrying guns and
doing the same things the guys are doing. A girl will walk around with a guy and if people know
he shot three people, no one is going to mess with her."
LaTanya Manuel, 16, an aspiring writer who is a junior at Franklin K. Lane High School in
Queens, said she thought the biggest problem was not guns or violence but loneliness.
"It's sad that people have to think of jewelry and clothes as status symbols," she said. "Gold
earrings are not going to get you into college. I think people feel lonely and they want to belong.
People just need something to hold on to out here because it's really hard."
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First Person Account - AMANDA

East Harlem, South Bronx
I was first in a gang when I lived in East
Harlem. I joined the gang so I could go out
with a guy. They weren’t allowed to date
outside girls. It had to be girls who were in
that particular gang. I was 12 or 13. They
became my brothers and sisters. Most of us
came from broken homes, or parents that
had two jobs or alcohol and drug problems.
But there were some of us who had
everything a kid could have. So there wasn’t
one particular reason.
From Spanish Harlem, we moved to the
South Bronx. The Hunts Point area is the
poorest place you can be. It doesn’t get any
worse than that. That was when the Bronx
was burning. When I stepped off the train, I
saw all these abandoned buildings, and
every night there were the sirens of the fire
trucks, and people being displaced, crying,
no place to go. You lived in one building,
and the buildings to your left and right were
abandoned, because they were gutted out by fires. It looked like an epidemic had destroyed the
place. And the drugs? Forget about it—everywhere you went, every corner, the drugs were
there. You could find it in the grocery store if you wanted it bad enough. People were sniffing
glue, so the bodegas began to sell glue because it was so popular. Prostitution was everywhere
too. The apartments were filled with rats and roaches, we had no heat or hot water half the time,
pipes were falling down, ceilings were leaking. This was our life. Who was I supposed to hang
out with? It wasn’t like the guy on the corner was a doctor, the one across the street was a
lawyer. It was where I was going to end up, whether I wanted to or not.
When I was in Spanish Harlem, the guys in gangs wore silk jackets with their name on the front
and the club name on the back. When I moved to the Bronx, I saw guys with long hair, cut
sleeves, kneepads, and motorcycle boots. They didn’t look like they bathed. I was like, “What
the hell is this?” Then, slowly but surely, I started to gravitate towards them. Once again, I
wanted to go out with someone who was in that gang. My mentality wasn’t, “I have to join that
gang.” It was, “I like the guy, the guy likes me.” Before you knew it, I married the president of the
gang. I was with him for 24 years, so I was a real part of it. But here’s the thing: I was never a
member of that gang. I never wore colors. But I lived in the streets with them. I lived in
abandoned buildings with them. I left my mother’s house when I was 14. I’m 50 now, and I
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haven’t been back. My children’s father—we had five children together—he and I slept in
abandoned cars and buildings, what we called clubhouses. After a while, I realized that they—
not just them, other clubs too—were being paid by the landlords to burn the buildings for the
insurance. So it was an epidemic, but an economic type of epidemic.
I remember my first encounter with a drive-by. I was maybe 16. We were sitting on the corner of
Longwood, drinking beer, and this particular club came by and started shooting. The bullets
were just whizzing by my ear. So I ran down the block, and there’s a restaurant there, still exists
to this day, and I went into the restaurant because I knew the owner. I told him to open the
garbage can, one of those big silver ones, and I went in there, and I told him to put everything
on top of me and put the lid on. I stayed in there for what seemed like three hours, but it was
probably 15 minutes.
I personally didn’t believe in jumping people. I never jumped anybody. But there were girls
where I had to kick their ass. Sometimes after I got done kicking her ass, one of my girlfriends
would come and, you know, kick her ass some more. It could be that she had sex with one of
the girls’ guys, it could be that she was just wanting to have sex with one of the girls’ guys, or
she could have just been from another club.
I also had to fight some of the guys in the club. They didn’t like me too much. I think that had a
lot to do with the fact that I wasn’t a member. I never wore “Property of.” In the gang, the girls
used to have to wear “Property of” on their jackets. I never believed in that, so I never did it. So I
think a lot of it had to do with that. They thought I had control over their leader.
I carried guns for them if we had to go to a rumble or something because at the time the police
wouldn’t check the girls. In fact, sometimes the girls would rumble with other clubs without the
guys knowing. I remember a particular time when a group of us girls had a rumble with a gang
called the Seven Immortals. We rumbled with their guys, and that started a war between the
clubs.
We were coming down Freeman Street to the club, and they started calling us out. They said,
“You’re not supposed to be on our block. You have to flip your colors.” They started getting
nasty. And a lot of these girls from these clubs, let me tell you, a lot of them could have been
better fighters than Ali’s daughter. I mean, these girls could fight. They had a lotta heart. And
they wouldn’t flip colors. That means turn your jacket around or take it off. So the guys said, “If
you don’t do it, we’re gonna strip you.” And that’s where the war began.
Stripping you means taking your jacket by force. And of course, you don’t let nobody take your
colors. In fact, you don’t turn around for anybody either. If somebody says, “Oh, let me see your
colors, turn around,” it’s not something you do. If you want to see somebody’s colors, you walk
around the back and look at them. Colors are more respected than your whole family. It’s
something you die for, like a flag. Today, that’s what the gangs call it—the Bloods, the Crips, all
of them, they call it flagging: “I die for my flag.”
It was about territory. This is my hood. You don’t fly your colors in my hood unless you’re in one
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of my brother clubs. If you had war with somebody, then you could walk around their block
wearing your colors, trying to be funny. You’d be saying, “I don’t give a shit who you are,” calling
the club out.
Back then, I’d get up in the morning, 7:30 or so, go stand on the corner by the train station, and
ask for quarters. I’d be there for a few hours. I could make up to $20. With that money I’d buy
wine and cigarettes. Then I’d go into this one restaurant, talk to the guy I knew there, find out if
there was any food from breakfast left—99 percent of the time there was—and he’d pack it up
and give it to me. The guys in the restaurants were cool with us, and in return, we took care of
them. We made sure nobody messed with them. But it wasn’t like they asked us to. It was the
fact that they were so cool with us. We were like, “Nah, don’t fuck with them.”
So I’d go back to the club, feed myself, feed my man and whoever else was there. We’d drink
wine—we’re talking now maybe one o’clock in the afternoon. We’d eat, drink wine, hang out,
bullshit, discuss what we were going to do that day, whether we were going to go visit another
club or if there was going to be some kind of party. That was a typical day.
You have every type of person in every club. It’s like a family, or the police department, or the
priesthood. You have your murderers, your rapists, your thieves. You have it all. Who the hell
knows what’s in your brain? If you’re in my club, I take you at face value.
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NYC Groups Trying to Stem the Tide of Girl Gangs
NPR - All Things Considered
DATE: Feb. 8-9, 2003
Gangs have always been a part of America's
subculture -- and often, gang violence and its
twisted code of honor has been glorified in film,
music and television. But now a new trend is
troubling experts on gang culture. They see a
steadily rising number of girls joining gangs,
and at increasingly younger ages.
There are an estimated one million gang
members in America, and one-third of them are
girls. Experts say it is very likely that the
average 13-year-girl knows the names of at
least some of these gangs: the Crips, the
Bloods, the Latin Kings.
And gangs are expanding from the cities to the
suburbs, focusing on the recruitment of young
girls as they move from narcotics trafficking to
prostitution.
Gangs today recruit at junior high and middle schools across the country, even as law
enforcement struggles to contain them. Gang experts say there are plenty of "wannabes" and
"gonnabes" -- young people vulnerable to gang activity. Yet very few organizations serve the
needs of young girls at risk for gang activity.
In a two-part series, NPR Senior Correspondent Jacki Lyden and All Things Considered
Producer Davar Ardalan look at why young girls are joining gangs, how gangs exploit them and
what can be done to counter the trend.
The series focuses on New York and its suburbs -- but it could have been told in any American
metro area.
Rubies and GEMS
On a bitterly cold Saturday morning in Harlem
recently, a group of teen-age girls sit around a
dining room table, listening intently as Ramon
Ramos teaches them the finer points of how to
do perfect nails. His tutorial isn't about vanity -the girls are learning skills they can use to
make a living.
The girls are part of GEMS (Girl's Education
Mentoring Service) -- part safe haven, part
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after-school support program, part support system. Most of the girls who come to the GEMS
headquarters, located in a blighted section of Harlem off of 149th Street, have been in detention
for prostitution. The goal is to teach these vulnerable girls how to live life a more normal life.
Many of the girls who find refuge here say the allure of easy money can be hard to resist.
Twenty-year-old Tiffany, an outreach coordinator for GEMS, was once an active member of a
gang. She hates the large gang tattoo on her thigh that she once proudly exhibited as a
prostitute herself. She says she took to prostitution as a way to make money -- girls as young as
10 or 11 can earn as much as $800 in a single evening. Nearly all of that, however, is turned
over to a pimp in exchange for clothes, food and protection.
Each week she counsels 13- and 14-year-old girls detained for prostitution. Tiffany says it's not
just the girls that are younger, the pimps are younger too. Some are as young as 15. "Right
now, in my generation, it's about money," she says.
"Nara" (not her real name) is a regular at GEMS. Tall and confident, she could easily pass for
21 -- but at the age of 14, she's already a veteran of gang violence and prostitution.
She admits she got into prostitution last year after her boyfriend -- a member of the Bloods gang
-- was killed in a drive-by shooting. Nara was a so-called Ruby, slang for a Blood gang
member's consort. She says rape and violence are often used as weapons by both male and
female gang members, to initiate new members and keep others in line.
"GEMS' hope is to steer these girls toward a more positive translation of what it means to be an
empowered woman," says NPR's Jacki Lyden. "As 14-year-old Nara steps out into the streets,
she's full of plans about her future. And they are all golden -- go to Harvard, be a lawyer, maybe
a computer programmer.
"But even as we speak, a man stops his car to call her over. She laughingly dismisses him with
a nod."
Blossoms in Brooklyn
Maisha Sapp, education coordinator for Blossom and sister of program founder Isis Sapp-Grant
Photo: David Banks, NPR Online

On a recent Friday night in the Bedford-Stuyvestant neighborhood of
Brooklyn, about 20 young girls between the ages of 12 and 15 sit
perched eagerly on folding chairs in a church auditorium. They are
about to get certificates of leadership as "Blossoms" -- girls identified as
"at risk" for gang activity.
Their parents, or schools or the District Attorney's office has identified
them as "at risk" for fighting, being sexually active or being truant. The
program is designed to give these teen girls support.
Fifteen-year-old Shekinah came to Blossom to get a sense of where her
life could go. She's not as intimidated by the adult gang members as she is by kids even
younger than her: "I think it's more dangerous now, because little kids have guns -- you have to
be afraid of the little kids," she says. "Here, I am learning how to avoid all those things, how I
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can live in this neighborhood and avoid all the stuff that is bad outside."
Blossom encourages girls to pour out these feelings and write about them. They publish their
own poetry, and they're passionate about their poems. It's techniques like these that experts say
are some of the best ways to combat the physical and sexual exploitation of young teenage
girls.
Programs for gang prevention may be critical, but there are very few of them. Robert De Sena
founded one of the best in 1975 -- the Council for Unity today runs programs in 55 New York
high schools and other parts of the country.
The Council for Unity is a program designed to reduce violence in schools by emphasizing
conflict resolution and gang prevention. "We don't present these young people with enough
alternatives, and that is tragic," De Sena says. "And now, with this economic downturn and
cutbacks in budgets, a lot of programs that attempt to serve these young people will be shortchanged. We will see social upheavals if programs are cut back."
Although Council for Unity can boast that 96 percent of its members finish high school and 97
percent of those go to college, cutbacks in education and social programs nearly shut down the
program last year.
o

NPR listen link (20 mins) PART 1 Girl Gang Report - http://gcotr.com/track?t=c&eas=1&mid=201530&msgid=79300&did=1332539514&sn=16805319&eid=denisetheatre@aol.com&uid
=1_195641&tgid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2001&&&http://www.npr.org/ramfiles/atc/20030208.atc.08.ram

o

NPR Listen Link (14 minutes) PART 2 Girl Gang Report - http://gcotr.com/track?t=c&eas=1&mid=201530&msgid=79300&did=1332539514&sn=16805319&eid=denisetheatre@aol.com&uid
=1_195668&tgid=&fl=&extra=MultivariateId=&&&2001&&&http://www.npr.org/ramfiles/atc/20030209.atc.08.ram
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Juvenile Girls and Incarceration
 Girls Confined to Youth Prisons in the United States
DATE: June 12, 2008

There are currently more than 14,000 girls incarcerated in
the United States, a number that has been rapidly
increasing in recent decades. Most of these girls are
arrested for minor, nonviolent offenses and probation
violations. Locked up under the guise of rehabilitation, girls
nationwide – the vast majority of whom have been sexually
and/or physically abused – are subjected to punitive solitary
confinement, routine strip searches, and other forms of
abuse. Meanwhile, they are denied the mental health care,
education, and social services they need. Far from helping
girls cope with the trauma they have suffered, youth prisons
re-traumatize them and further impede their rehabilitation.
On June 12, 2008 the ACLU filed a class action lawsuit
challenging these inhumane practices at the Brownwood State School, a youth prison in central
Texas.

VIDEO Clips - Violence & Juvenile Detention Centers


1980s Style VIOLENCE In NYC!!! Two Girls From A POPULAR NEW GANG
http://cdn.mediatakeout.com/45530/1980s-style-violence-in-nyc-two-girls-from-a-popular-new-gang-fightinside-project-hallways-things-are-getting-bad-again.html



Graphic Girl Fights
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5SNXQ4QUqQ
http://gorillafights.com/fightvideos/12772/ghetto-black-girls-fight.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMrBYR4nGP8

 Counselors Perspective - Current Juvenile Detention Centers in NYC
Horizon Juvenile Detention Center
560 Brook Avenue Bronx, NY 10455
http://vimeo.com/31795353
Source: http://www.nyc.gov/html/acs/html/yfj/juvenile_resident_info.shtml

History on Spofford Juvenile Center - This Center was forcibly closed
Spofford Juvenile Center (later known as Bridges Juvenile Center) was a juvenile corrections institution for youth
offenders located in the Hunts Point neighborhood of the Bronx, New York. The facility started as the Youth House for
Boys and Youth House for Girls in the mid-1940s, and it moved to Hunts Point in 1957. The Youth House soon
became known as Spofford Juvenile Center. On January 18, 1998, the city announced that the Horizon Juvenile
Center, in the Mott Haven neighborhood of the Bronx, and the Crossroads Juvenile Center, in Brownsville, Brooklyn,
would be opened to replace the Spofford facility. However, ultimately, Spofford was not closed, but was instead
renamed Bridges Juvenile Center in 1999. In early 2011, Bridges was closed by the city. Source:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spofford_Juvenile_Center
Related Video Links:
http://www.bronx.com/news/crime/1405.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-AdsCl8EepA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WBZfGPal_v0
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REVIEWS - Breath Boom
 Performance Review
SARAH LANSDALE STEVENSON
College of Mount Saint Vincent

DATE: June 17, 2001
As staged by Playwrights Horizons under the direction of Marion McClinton, Kia Corthron’s
Breath, Boom is a startling and unflinching glimpse into ten years in the life of Prix (Yvette
Ganier), the leader of a female gang. The play opens with a scene in which the sixteen-year-old
Prix coolly presides over the brutal beating of her colleague and friend, Comet (Heather Alicia
Simms), and charts Prix’s trajectory, in and out of juvenile detention centers and prison.
Corthron neither condemns nor romanticizes her protagonist, offering instead an objective, and
subtly hopeful, portrait of her character, avoiding both sentimentality and easy remedies in this
intricately plotted drama.
The complexity that Corthron builds into the story becomes most evident in her deployment of
the controlling metaphor from which the play derives its title: the fireworks that constitute Prix’s
ambition and fantasy escape from the grim reality of her day to day life. Following Comet’s
beating, Prix sits on her bed and creates make-believe fireworks out of pipe-cleaners, bending
and tangling them into starbursts, enthralled by the “controlled chaos” of pyrotechnics. The
playful hobby is skillfully set at odds with her attempt to control the chaos of her real world—a
world permeated by sexual abuse and violence—through both her ascension in the ranks of her
gang and her attempt to detach herself from her own emotions.
The fireworks metaphor is bent and transformed throughout the play as deftly as Prix’s pipecleaners, and its meaning evolves and changes as it is interwoven with Prix’s life. In a later
scene, she projects herself a dramatic death by fireworks, reveling in a vision of being
consumed by flame in an explosion in her own fireworks factory, accidentally set off by the
frivolous but deadly error of wearing silk socks to work; silk, after all, creates friction. This
glorious fantasy of death, however, is later juxtaposed to her fear of another type of death-byfireworks in the form of a “black shell,” the shell that does not explode midair. You cannot see it,
and you do not know where it will fall, and whether it is hurtling straight at you—invisible but
deadly. Neither the glorious explosion nor the frightening black shell, however, end the play,
and Corthron’s refusal to simplify either her character or her plot by choosing either extreme
leads to a far more complex and involving ending.
Prix finally succeeds in her dream of acquiring professional quality fireworks, and she
orchestrates a big, exploding climax, enabled by Ken Travis’s sound and Michael Philippi’s
lights. The sheer joy in Prix’s eyes at her achievement is thrilling to watch, and a lesser
playwright might have ended the play with Prix’s triumph, allowing a deceptive escape from
dismal reality through this bold, artistic creation and fantasy. But Corthron refuses to create
such an escapist ending and instead interrupts Prix’s grandest moment with her lowest. Bitterly
accused by a woman whom she had critically injured years before (played by Dena Atlantic),
and horrified not so much by the act itself, but by the fact that she cannot even remember it,
Prix’s triumph cedes to despair, as she breaks down, emotionally spent and sobbing. Offering
the dramatic heights of the dream realized, then crashing her protagonist back to reality,
Corthron rebuilds, out of this devastation, a smaller, subtler, but truer, final scene. She
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establishes the seeds of a reconciliation between Prix and her estranged mother (Caroline
Stefanie Clay), as they meet (against Prix’s will) to watch the extinguishing of the lights on the
Empire State Building. The lights do not, in fact, go out as her mother had anticipated, but the
anticlimactic nature of the scene opens up the space for a grudging emotional connection to be
re-established between the two women, as her mother asks about all those pipe cleaner
fireworks Prix used to make. The glorious exploding fireworks cede to the simple pipe cleaner
fireworks, but the small triumph becomes the bigger emotional victory.
The play is unquestionably centered on Ganier’s brilliantly nuanced portrayal of Prix, but
McClinton’s cast and crew provide a solid anchor for Ganier’s performance. Set designer
Michael Philippi’s fluid stage space alternates between a sense of limitless depth and stifling
enclosure through the simple manipulation of graffiti-covered flats and chain link fences. He
creates visual depth in each scene, always suggesting a space beyond—a space that cannot be
entered. The supporting cast all give depth to the wide range of characters that each is called
upon to play, from the hyperkinetic Cat (Donna Duplantier), Prix’s fellow inmate in juvie, to
Comet’s chillingly cold daughter Jupiter (Pascale Armand), an adolescent who supervises
the beating of Prix when she botches a prison code, ironically turning the tables on Prix. Kalimi
Baxter gives a riveting portrayal of a heroin addict, Malika, and Russell Andrews gives a strong
performance as Prix’s abuser, Jerome, although he has the difficult task of appearing first as a
real character and then as a ghost.
Rosalyn Coleman gives a particularly impressive performance as Prix’s friend Angel, a
performance that reaches its peak in a scene at the prison. In a monologue that brilliantly
crystallizes the unsentimental tone of the piece as a whole, Angel shows off her scrapbook to an
uninterested Prix. Rapturously narrating each entry, detailing the achievements and photos and
friendships of each friend and relative immortalized in her scrapbook, she rounds out each of
the entries with an equally glorified narration of the subject’s funeral. Coleman’s delivery of this
speech is magnificent, destabilizing the audience and leaving it unsure whether
to laugh at her seemingly blurred border between life and death, or react with a sentimental
empathy to the deaths that she describes. Here, as throughout the play, Corthron refuses to
give us the answer, challenging the audience to dispense with easy sentimentality, empty
climaxes, and glib resolutions.
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 New York Times
By BRUCE WEBER
DATE: June 11, 2001
In the scene that opens Kia Corthron's ''Breath, Boom,'' a teenage girl is viciously beaten by her
best friends, a startling introduction to the code of behavior that governs the world of the play.
And even though it takes place in the Bronx, for most theatergoers the setting will seem like a
foreign country if not another planet.
Not that urban privation and its consequences -- rampant family upheaval and general outlawry
-- are unfamiliar subjects. Rarely, however, has a subculture within an already isolated ghetto
been circumscribed and zoomed in on so closely. And in the casual lawlessness that
accompanies their ordinary femininity, the gang girls who are Ms. Corthron's focus seem as
authentic as they are alien and shocking.
The play, which opened last night in the snug quarters of Playwrights Horizons Studio Theater,
is forcefully directed by Marion McClinton and performed by an ensemble that provides several
sharp character turns. And even if ''Breath, Boom'' is almost more of a sociological treatise than
a drama, it is nonetheless a strong piece of writing by a gifted young playwright.
The play unfolds over 14 years, beginning in the mid-1980's, and spans the gang career of its
main character, Prix (Yvette Ganier). It takes her in and out of juvenile detention and prison and,
by age 30, to the point where she's ready to shuck her gang habits, mainly because she's over
the hill. Crucial points of the play are that gangs are for the young and foolish and that
experience doesn't toughen you, it wears you out. And it is Ms. Ganier's accomplishment to
show aging in her posture, her weary eyes and a manner that softens only by slightly
perceptible degrees and only because of the battering she takes over the years.
But when we first meet her, at 16, Prix (pronounced Pree) is the steely and ruthless
commandant of a group of high school girls, part-time marauders in territorial drug and
vengeance wars. She is alert, tense, focused at all times, and different from her subordinate
friends, who treat their gang obligation as if it were an after-school job -- better-paying but no
less annoying than the burger griddle. They are more concerned with swooning over their
boyfriends and wishing they were stewardesses; one of them throws a fit when Prix calls her to
work on her 18th birthday.
Their teenage complaining about their ''work'' is run of the mill, which is at least as unnerving as
Prix's fierce commitment to it. The fierceness has been forged by the siege she has endured in
her own home, where her stepfather (Russell Andrews), who made a habit of molesting her
when she was younger and couldn't fight back, still regularly beats her mother (Caroline
Stefanie Clay). For good reason Prix despises both of them.
The hellishness that is everywhere in Prix's life might feel hyperbolic if Ms. Corthon didn't have a
great ear for the vernacular, if Mr. McClinton had not avoided a heightened frenzy and paced
even the most furious scenes with a sense of everyday rhythm and if the actors were not so
credible in their war-zone mentality. The gangster girls do tricks with razor blades under their
tongues with the same aplomb with which they do their hair.
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There are a dozen or more moments of striking reality that have nothing to do with blood and
guts. To name just two: When Angel (the excellent Rosalyn Coleman), an ex-gang member,
invites the 30-year-old Prix, just out of jail, to a picnic, the two conduct a reminiscing
conversation, and Angel manages simultaneously to yell at her children, missing not a beat in
either direction. It is funny, and at the same time conveys a life of visceral stimuli overload
conducted at a high decibel level and with a habit of fervid impatience.
More painfully, in a cell in juvenile detention, Cat, a 15-year-old with an ordinary fascination with
clothes and, in Donna DuPlantier's scarily young-seeming portrait, a giddy, girlish laugh,
declares that she has already imagined her funeral.
''Nothin' somber for me either, I got the tunes all picked out,'' she says with a giggle. ''Went
through my CD collection, I know who my special guest stars be. I figure they come, like this
poor unfortunate 15-year-old girl died, ain't the city violent and sad? We feel so depressed we
come give a free funeral concert, her last request. Good publicity for them.''
If ''Breath, Boom'' has a weakness, it has to do with its introductory course quality: Girl Gangs
101. Ms. Corthron has created a vivid world, believable and eye-opening, a place worthy of a
dramatic visit, where no one would want to live but many have to. And that is where the play's
power comes from. She has also gone to considerable effort to pump a narrative line through
the play, but you can feel the effort. The characters are more representative than individuated;
they are types, with fates cast early on. The plot is a construct.
Prix's story is the most fleshed out, of course, and to trace her maturation, Ms. Corthron has
employed a number of devices, including ghostly visitations by her murdered stepfather and a
jailhouse beating by the daughter of one of her former gang colleagues, a perverse kind of torch
passing. In a lamentably heavy-handed touch, she gives Prix the lifelong dream of designing
fireworks displays.
Naturally the fireworks finally go off, as a prelude to a soft, if not quite sentimental ending. Still, it
is hard to blame Ms. Corthron; after locking us inside such a terrifying place, she is only being
human in providing an exit. Outside the theater, not everyone has the luxury.
BREATH, BOOM - By Kia Corthron; directed by Marion McClinton; sets and lighting by Michael
Philippi; costumes by Katherine Roth; sound by Ken Travis; fight director, David Leong; director
of development, Jill Garland; production manager, Joshua Helman; production stage manager,
Jane Pole. Presented by Playwrights Horizons, Tim Sanford, artistic director; Leslie Marcus,
managing director; William Russo, general manager. At Playwrights Horizons Studio Theater,
416 West 42nd Street, Cliton.
WITH: Russell Andrews (Jerome), Pascale Armand (Jupiter), Dena Atlantic (Shondra, Pepper
and Jo), Kalimi A. Baxter (Malika and Socks), Caroline Stefanie Clay (Mother), Rosalyn
Coleman (Angel), Donna Duplantier (Cat, Girl with Pepper and Jo's friend), Yvette Ganier (Prix),
Abigail López (Fuego and Denise) and Heather Alicia Simms (Comet).
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 Huntington Theatre in Boston,MA
DATE: 2003
The language a child hears is the one it will likely speak; in Breath, Boom that language is
violence. And like the life of the play’s central character, a Bronx girl-gang leader named Prix,
the Huntington production of the play is an affront, if not an assault. It’s a toned-down,
simulated, but muscular manifestation of what Prix has grown up experiencing, from the
towering, graffiti-scrawled gray concrete to the siren- and techno-blanketed ceaseless noise of
the street. Playwright Kia Corthron calls her play the " Disney version " of what she learned from
research and teaching tough customers at Riker’s Island. But it’s as in your face as she thinks it
can be without sending us all packing for the theatrical equivalent of the suburbs.
Breath, Boom does however strive to transcend agenda-driven docudrama (though it packs
statistics the way its characters pack heat). The play, which follows Prix from age 16 to 30 as
she circulates from the hardscrabble projects and streets to prison and back, aims at a poetry to
balance its polemic. Prix, a tough, wounded presence at the center of urban and domestic
chaos, has a strange obsession. She’s in love with fireworks, which she calls " the most
precisely controlled chaos you ever saw. " The metaphor may be hit a little hard, but the
character’s dream of masterminding the booming explosions of color that mesmerize her every
Fourth of July provides an apt parallel to her attempt to cull both order and ecstasy from the
sororal mayhem.
Although it swaggers off the Bronx streets with a razor under its tongue (an accouterment
shared by many of the characters), Breath, Boom was commissioned by London’s Royal Court
Theatre, where it premiered in 2000. The play was produced the next year at New York’s
Playwrights Horizons, and Michael John Garcés, who directs the unblinking Huntington
production, recently staged it at Yale. Like Corthron’s other works, it’s been legitimately
criticized for jumbling issues and dramatic structure; it can be cliché’d and confusing almost at
once. Another problem, at least in the Huntington production, is that Prix is so sullen that’s she’s
more eye than center of the storm.
But Corthron makes rhythmic use of street patois, and there’s an effective disconnect between
the play’s oft-irrepressible characters and its chilling images, which include a prison-dormitory
game in which girls loll on bunks sharing fantasies of suicide and plans for their elaborate
funerals. In one scene, Prix’s cousin Angel enthusiastically displays a scrapbook filled not with
milestones in the lives of friends and family but with souvenirs of their early, violent deaths.
But the lives of gang compatriots Angel, Malika, and Comet (an 18-year-old mother we first
meet when her " sisters " beat her nearly to death for planning to leave the organization) have
not turned them into the combination of rage and steel that is Prix. They lack the " leadership
quality " that Comet likens to ice — though Prix’s calm comes in the wake of brutal family
fireworks that include sexual abuse by a menacing stepfather. After mom finally shoots the guy
and goes to jail for it, he sticks around as a jaunty, ne’er-do-well ghost, taunting Prix as she
goes about the methodical criminal business of her life, which is little different in jail from out.
Breath, Boom is part journalism, part cautionary tale, with a stark yet sentimental ending (in
which Prix, burped out of jail and into the numbing world of minimum-wage work, seems finally
to forgive her dying mother). But the Huntington offers a muscular production in which the sound
design, a constant underlay of clanging and traffic and music, captures the play’s intended
abrasion. And the brutality, devoid of stage blood, is quick, businesslike, and believable.
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As Prix, Kellee Stewart is perhaps too seething and stony; even the rapture evoked by
pyrotechnics seems hard, if precisely articulated. Among the supporting performers, local
favorite Jacqui Parker commingles defeat with warmth and pride as Prix’s determined mother.
And there are energetic turns by Zabryna Guevara as the upbeat Angel, Carla J. Hargrove as a
cocky romantic whose idea of a successful evening includes sex and cookie-dough ice cream,
and Tawanna Benbow as Prix’s African-American Betty Boop of a reformatory roommate.
Breath, Boom may not do for you what fireworks do for Prix, but it makes its points and lands its
punches.
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How Fireworks go BOOM!
An aerial firework is normally
formed as a shell that consists
of four parts:
Container - Usually pasted
paper and string formed into a
cylinder
Stars - Spheres, cubes or
cylinders of a sparkler-like
composition
Bursting charge - Firecrackerlike charge at the center of the
shell
Fuse - Provides a time delay so the shell explodes at the right altitude
Located just below the shell is a small cylinder that contains the lifting charge.
The shell is launched from a mortar. The mortar might be a short, steel pipe with a lifting
charge of black powder that explodes in the pipe to launch the shell. When the lifting charge
fires to launch the shell, it lights the shell's fuse. The shell's fuse burns while the shell rises to its
correct altitude, and then ignites the bursting charge so it explodes.
A simple shell used in an aerial
fireworks display. The blue balls
are the stars, and the gray is
black powder. The powder is
packed into the center tube,
which is the bursting charge. It
is also sprinkled between the
stars to help ignite them.
Simple shells consist of a paper
tube filled with stars and black
powder. Stars come in all
shapes and sizes, but you can
imagine a simple star as
something like sparkler
compound formed into a ball the
size of a pea or a dime. The
stars are poured into the tube
and then surrounded by black powder. When the fuse burns into the shell, it ignites the bursting
charge, causing the shell to explode. The explosion ignites the outside of the stars, which begin
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to burn with bright showers of sparks. Since the explosion throws the stars in all directions, you
get the huge sphere of sparkling light that is so familiar at fireworks displays.
Multibreak Shells
More complicated shells burst in two or three phases. Shells like this are called multibreak
shells. They may contain stars of different colors and compositions to create softer or brighter
light, more or less sparks, etc. Some shells contain explosives designed to crackle in the sky, or
whistles that explode outward with the stars.
Multibreak shells may consist of a shell filled with other shells, or they may have multiple
sections without using additional shells. The sections of a multibreak shell are ignited by
different fuses. The bursting of one section ignites the next. The shells must be assembled in
such a way that each section explodes in sequence to produce a distinct separate effect. The
explosives that break the sections apart are called break charges.
Fireworks Displays
The pattern that an aerial shell paints in the sky depends on the arrangement of star pellets
inside the shell. For example, if the pellets are equally spaced in a circle, with black powder
inside the circle, you will see an aerial display of smaller star explosions equally spaced in a
circle. To create a specific figure in the sky, you create an outline of the figure in star pellets,
surround them as a group with a layer of break charge to separate them simultaneously from
the rest of the contents of the shell, and place explosive charges inside those pellets to blow
them outward into a large figure. Each charge has to be ignited at exactly the right time or the
whole thing is spoiled.
You can read descriptions of shells below:










Palm: Contains large comets, or charges in the shape of a solid cylinder, that travel
outward, explode and then curve downward like the limbs of a palm tree
Round shell: Explodes in a spherical shape, usually of colored stars
Ring shell: Explodes to produce a symmetrical ring of stars
Willow: Contains stars (high charcoal composition makes them long-burning) that fall in
the shape of willow branches and may even stay visible until they hit the ground
Roundel: Bursts into a circle of maroon shells that explode in sequence
Chrysanthemum: Bursts into a spherical pattern of stars that leave a visible trail, with
an effect somewhat suggestive of the flower
Pistil: Like a chrysanthemum shell, but has a core that is a different color from the outer
stars
Maroon shell: Makes a loud bang
Serpentine: Bursts to send small tubes of incendiaries skittering outward in random
paths, which may culminate in exploding stars

Source: How Stuff Works by Marshall Brain
http://science.howstuffworks.com/innovation/everyday-innovations/fireworks2.htm
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Time Period
Breath Boom spans the years from 1986 -2000. We can learn much by taking a look at what
and who impacts public policy by looking at the president elect. Public policy is significantly
impacted by what are the prevailing ideas that dictate what kinds of programming is created and
what is disbanded.
Below are some helpful insights with regard to what was happening in the United states from
the perspective of who was the reigning president and what impact they had on the African
American community.

US Presidents during the time period in Breath Boom:
1981 - 1989 President Reagan (Republican) -- After taking office in 1981, Reagan began
a sustained attack on the government’s civil rights apparatus, opened an assault on affirmative
action and social welfare programs, embraced the white racist leaders of then-apartheid South
Africa and waged war on a tiny, black Caribbean nation.
So thorough was Reagan’s attack on programs of importance to African Americans, that the
Citizens Commission on Civil Rights, an organization formed in the wake of Reagan’s attempt to
neuter the official U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, said he caused "an across-the-board
breakdown in the machinery constructed by six previous administrations to protect civil rights."
But his presidency was a long and dreary night for African Americans. Consider this record.
Reagan:


Appointed conservative judges, like Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, who continue
to issue rulings to the detriment of African Americans. Walters notes that just 2 percent
of Reagan’s judicial appointments were black.



Began his 1980 presidential campaign in Philadelphia, Miss., near the site where three
civil rights workers were murdered in 1964.



Supported racism with remarks like those that characterized poor, black women as
“welfare queens.”



Fired U.S. Commission on Civil Rights members who were critical of his civil rights
policies, including his strong opposition to affirmative action programs. One of the
commissioners, Mary Frances Berry, who now chairs the Commission, recalls that the
judge who overturned the dismissal did so because “you can’t fire a watchdog for biting.”



Sought to limit and gut the Voting Rights Act.



Slashed important programs like the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(CETA) that provided needed assistance to black people.
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Appointed people like Clarence Thomas, who later became a horrible Supreme Court
Justice, to the Equal Opportunity Commission; William Bradford Reynolds, as assistant
attorney general for civil rights; and others who implemented policies that hurt black
people.



Doubted the integrity of civil rights leaders, saying, “Sometimes I wonder if they really
mean what they say, because some of those leaders are doing very well leading
organizations based on keeping alive the feeling that they're victims of prejudice."



Tried to get a tax exemption for Bob Jones University, which was then a segregated
college in South Carolina .



Defended former Sen. Jesse Helms’ “sincerity” when that arch villain of black interest
questioned Martin Luther King’s loyalty.

Source: Race and Ethnicity on NBC - Reagan a Contrary View
by Joe Davidson
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/5158315/ns/us_news-life/t/reagan-contrary-view/

1989 - 1983 George Bush Sr. (Republican) -- George H W Bush assumed Presidency of
the United States at a time when the world around him was going through a lot of radical
changes. At the time when he took over as the 41st President of the U.S, the Cold War had
ended after 40 years of bitter fighting; the Communist empire had broken up with the
disintegration of the Soviet Union; and then the falling of the Berlin Wall.
Domestic policy - Economy - Early in his term, Bush faced the problem of what to do with
leftover deficits spawned by the Reagan years. At $220 billion in 1990, the deficit had grown to
three times its size since 1980. Bush was dedicated to curbing the deficit, believing that America
could not continue to be a leader in the world without doing so.[12] He began an effort to
persuade the Democratic controlled Congress to act on the budget;[12] with Republicans
believing that the best way was to cut government spending, and Democrats convinced that the
only way would be to raise taxes, Bush faced problems when it came to consensus building.
In the wake of a struggle with Congress, Bush was forced by the Democratic majority to raise
tax revenues; as a result, many Republicans felt betrayed because Bush had promised "no new
taxes" in his 1988 campaign. Perceiving a means of revenge, Republican congressmen
defeated Bush's proposal which would enact spending cuts and tax increases that would reduce
the deficit by $500 billion over five years. Scrambling, Bush accepted the Democrats' demands
for higher taxes and more spending, which alienated him from Republicans and gave way to a
sharp decrease in popularity. Bush would later say that he wished he had never signed the bill.
Near the end of the 101st Congress, the president and congressional members reached a
compromise on a budget package that increased the marginal tax rate and phased out
exemptions for high-income taxpayers. Despite demands for a reduction in the capital gains tax,
Bush relented on this issue as well. This agreement with the Democratic leadership in Congress
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proved to be a turning point in the Bush presidency; his popularity among Republicans never
fully recovered.
Coming at around the same time as the budget deal, America entered into a mild recession,
lasting for six months. Many government programs, such as welfare, increased. As the
unemployment rate edged upward in 1991, Bush signed a bill providing additional benefits for
unemployed workers. 1991 was marked by many corporate reorganizations, which laid off a
substantial number of workers. Many now unemployed were Republicans and independents,
who had believed that their jobs were secure.
By his second year in office, Bush was told by his economic advisors to stop dealing with the
economy, as they believed that he had done everything necessary to ensure his reelection. By
1992, interest and inflation rates were the lowest in years, but by midyear the unemployment
rate reached 7.8 percent, the highest since 1984. In September 1992, the Census Bureau
reported that 14.2 percent of all Americans lived in poverty. At a press conference in 1990, Bush
told reporters that he found foreign policy more enjoyable.
Source: Wikipedia.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_H._W._Bush

1983 - 2001 Bill Clinton (Democrat) - During the administration of William Jefferson
Clinton, the U.S. enjoyed more peace and economic well being than at any time in its history.
He was the first Democratic president since Franklin D. Roosevelt to win a second term. He
could point to the lowest unemployment rate in modern times, the lowest inflation in 30 years,
the highest home ownership in the country's history, dropping crime rates in many places, and
reduced welfare rolls. He proposed the first balanced budget in decades and achieved a budget
surplus. As part of a plan to celebrate the millennium in 2000, Clinton called for a great national
initiative to end racial discrimination.
After the failure in his second year of a huge program of health care reform, Clinton shifted
emphasis, declaring "the era of big government is over." He sought legislation to upgrade
education, to protect jobs of parents who must care for sick children, to restrict handgun sales,
and to strengthen environmental rules.
In 1993, at the request of President Clinton, the banking regulators reformed the regulation
implementing the 1977 Community Reinvestment Act to focus on performance, not paperwork.
From 1993 to 1999, banks and thrifts subject to CRA made a staggering $800 billion in home
mortgage, small business, and community development loans to low- and moderate-income
borrowers and communities. CRA-covered lenders dramatically increased the proportion of
their lending to these communities. From 1993-2000, the number of home mortgage loans to
African Americans increased by 58%, to Hispanics by 62%, and to low and moderate-income
borrowers by 38%. Though this law has been on the books since the 1970s, over 90% of all
loans under the Community Reinvestment Act came during the 8 years of the Clinton-Gore
Administration.
Source: Clinton National Website& White House website
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The War on Drugs: Arrests and incarceration - America has the highest incarceration
rate in the world. In 1971, different stops on drugs had been implemented for more than 50
years (for e.g. since 1914, 1937 etc.) with only a very small increase of inmates per 100 000
citizens. After 1980, the situation began to change. In 1994, it was reported that the "War on
Drugs" resulted in the incarceration of one million Americans each year. Of the related drug
arrests, about 225,000 are for possession of cannabis, the fourth most common cause of arrest
in the United States.
In 2008, 1.5 million Americans were arrested for drug offenses. 500,000 were imprisoned.
In the 1980s, while the number of arrests for all crimes had risen by 28%, the number of arrests
for drug offenses rose 126%. Among the prisoners, drug offenders made up the same
percentage of State prisoners in both 1997 and 2004 (21%). The percentage of Federal
prisoners serving time for drug offenses declined from 63% in 1997 to 55% in 2004. The US
Department of Justice, reporting on the effects of state initiatives, has stated that, from 1990
through 2000, "the increasing number of drug offenses accounted for 27% of the total growth
among black inmates, 7% of the total growth among Hispanic inmates, and 15% of the growth
among white inmates." In addition to prison or jail, the United States provides for the deportation
of many non-citizens convicted of drug offenses.
Federal and state policies also impose collateral consequences on those convicted of drug
offenses, such as denial of public benefits or licenses, that are not applicable to those convicted
of other types of crime.
Marijuana constitutes almost half of all drug arrests, and between 1990–2002, marijuana
accounted for 82% of the increase in the number of drug arrests. In 2004, approximately 12.7%
of state prisoners and 12.4% of Federal prisoners were serving time for a marijuana-related
offense.
The practice of imposing longer prison sentences on repeat offenders is common in many
countries, but the Three strike laws in the U.S., which mandate 25 year imprisonment and were
implemented in many states in the 1990s, is very extreme in comparison with most European
countries. During the first 9 years after Nixon coined the expression War on Drugs, statistics
show only a minor increase in the total number of imprisoned which implies that some factor
other than the declaration of "war" is the primary contributor to the incarceration rate.
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Words/Phrases Glossary
Character Names & Meanings:
1. Prix - is a French name/word. A name usually given to a boy. Prix also means prize
and price.
2. Angel - Greek meaning is messenger. English meaning "Messenger from God"

3. Malika - In Arabic & Swahili means Queen. In Indian means Flower.
4. Comet - a celestial or nature name.
5. Fuego - In Spanish this name means fire.
6. Pepper - is a unisex name. Often a nickname to describe someone with a fiery
temperament.
7. Cat - Greek meaning pure.

8. Jupiter - Latin in origin. Usually a boy's name meaning Supreme God.

Other Terms:

Gang A. An association of three or more individuals;
B. Whose members collectively identify themselves by adopting a group identity, which
they use to create an atmosphere of fear or intimidation, frequently by employing one or
more of the following: a common name, slogan, identifying sign, symbol, tattoo or other
physical marking, style or color of clothing, hairstyle, hand sign or graffiti;
C. Whose purpose in part is to engage in criminal activity and which uses violence or
intimidation to further its criminal objectives.
D. Whose members engage in criminal activity or acts of juvenile delinquency that if
committed by an adult would be crimes with the intent to enhance or preserve the
association's power, reputation or economic resources.
E. The association may also possess some of the following characteristics:
1. The members may employ rules for joining and operating within the association.
2. The members may meet on a recurring basis.
3. The association may provide physical protection of its members from others.
4. The association may seek to exercise control over a particular geographic
location or region, or it may simply defend its perceived interests against rivals.
5. The association may have an identifiable structure.
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Jumped in - being beaten up as an initiation to joining a gang. You can also leave a gang by
being “jumped out.”.

Original Gangsta - someone who is an orginial founder of a gang
John Philip Souza - November 6, 1854 – March 6, 1932) was an American composer and
conductor of the late Romantic era, known particularly for American military and patriotic
marches. Because of his mastery of march composition, he is known as "The March King" or
the "American March King" due to his British counterpart Kenneth J. Alford also being known as
"The March King". Among his best known marches are "The Washington Post", "Semper
Fidelis" (Official March of the United States Marine Corps), and "The Stars and Stripes Forever"
(National March of the United States of America).

Handel - (23 February 1685 – 14 April 1759) was a German-born British Baroque composer,
famous for his operas, oratorios, anthems and organ concertos. Handel was born in 1685, in a
family indifferent to music. He received critical musical training in Halle, Hamburg and Italy
before settling in London (1712) and becoming a naturalised British subject in 1727.[1] By then
he was strongly influenced by the great composers of the Italian Baroque and the middleGerman polyphonic choral tradition.

